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SPORTS 
Junior quarterback 
David Knighton 
named GSC 
Offensive Player of 
the Year and Harlon 
Hill Award finalist. 
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Harding Politcal Groups Reach Out To Community 
Democrats Assist In 
Voter Registration 
By JP FUGLER 
student reporter 
The Bald Knob, Beebe and 
Riverview school districts 
welcomed Harding's College 
Democrats last week as they 
volunteered in the.operation of 
voter registration drives at their 
high schools. 
Members of the group worked 
alongside Seoretary of State Ralph 
Burns and ocher White County 
dection officials to allow students 
to walk away &om the day ready to 
vote in the upcoming presidential 
elections. 
''Ar our first meeting we tossed 
around ideas for projects we 
could work on as an organiza-
tion that would benefit the local 
community, and somehow the 
idea for a voter registration drive 
came up," College Democrats 
president Jared Abelson said. "We 
decided we would cry register-
ing voters at local high schools. 
Obviously we feel voting is an 
important civic dury, and with 
an election year coming up we 
thought we should cry co get as 
many first-rime voters regisrered 
as possible who may nor have 
registered otherwise." 
then called each school and set 
up the dares and rimes for each 
drive . .lnicially we hoped co hold 
drives at Searcy High School and 
White County Central High 
School, but we were not able 
to ger into these schools rhis 
semester." 
Burns cold the College Demo-
crats that, in order to help with 
the drive, they would have robe 
non-partisan. 
"Even though we represent 
the College Democrats, we didn't 
want to associate ourselves with a 
parry," freshman LaRell Reynolds 
said. "[f we had said we were 
Democrats, fewer people would 
have probably registered to vote 
because it would alienate certain 
political groups. We just wanted 
ro do it for rhe people." 
"Seeing as we worked with 
the Secretary of State's office, 
we did not actually 'hosr' the 
voter registration drive, but we 
volunteered and helped set up 
the dares for the drives," Abelson 
said. "By working with the state, 
everything was non-partisan. We 
simply supplied the manpower. 
We more or less volunteered our 
rime to the stare so that we would 
be able ro register and educate as 
many voters as possible." 
: 
Republicans 
Collect 
Letters For 
Soldiers 
By JORDAN BAILEY 
student reporter 
Last week, the College Repub-
licans sponsored a booth where 
several H arding students wrote 
cards to show their appreciation 
for troops leaving for [raq. 
The recipients of the cards, the 
39th Battalion from Searcy, are 
preparing to leave on Jan. 2 for 
their second rour of dury. 
Officers of the Harding chapter 
of College RepubLicans brainstormed 
ideas about how co enmuragesoldiero 
this summer. The president, Pete 
Davidson, and vice-president, J.T 
HiJI, discussed several ideas about 
what the College Rt:pubLicans would 
participate in this semester. 
Davidson said they considered 
various options for service and 
fundraisers in the area, but they 
decided to focus on thanking 
soldim. He has &iends in the 39th 
Battalion, and this project seemed 
like a way to involve Harding 
students and encourage soldiers 
from the Searcy community. 
Many people lack personal oonracr 
with the war, and both Davidson and 
Hill hoped to change ouclooks and 
provide a connection for students 
through the card writing. 
After conracring the White 
County clerk, Abelson was told 
that Secretary of Scare Ralph Burns 
would be hosting voter registration 
drives around the state. 
"M r. Burns cold me chat we 
wo uld be able co volunteer at 
each drive," Abelson said. "I 
_ By helping the county officials 
in rhe drives, a large number of 
students were able to partici-
pate. More than 50 students 
registered to vote at Riverview 
High School. 
see YOTERS page 3a 
TAYLOR DURHAM f The Bison 
Riverview principal Kennedy Simmons distributes voter registration papers to the seniors at Riverview 
High School on Nov. 29. Harding's College Democrats assisted Arkansas Secretary of State Ralph Burns to 
conduct voter registration drives at high schools around the county. 
"f'm the same age as my 
friends who are going over there," 
· Davidson said. 
see CARDS page 3a 
TAYLOR DURHAM f The Bison 
Harding President Dr. David Burks and Keith Cronk, Vice President of Information Technology, present 
"Twas the Night Before Christmas" at the Brackett Library. Burks presented the traditional version of the 
poem while Cronk, an Australian native, read the"Aussie"rendition. 
Christmas Brings Families Together 
By ASHTON RE ELY 
news editor 
The blue twinkle lights that hang from the 
trees on campus and line the tops of buildings 
serve as far more than decoration - they srand 
as a constant reminder to the student body char 
Christmas break is almost here. 
Though presents and roys were once rhe sole 
focus of rhe holiday season, as we get older we 
rend to long more for the traditions that bring 
our families together. While at the time the 
memories were not so pleasant, [ fondly re-
member back to our tradition of loading up the 
family minivan and driving to my grandparent's 
house in Texas. 
My brothers and I, tightly enclosed in 
between suitcases and wrapped presents, would 
make up rap songs to occupy the 11-hour rr)p. 
We would occasionally break into three-part 
harmony on "The Lion Sleeps Tonight," with one 
brother supplying the wailing "Weee"s and the 
ocher providing rhe steady beat of "Awimbawa." 
My parents somehow survived these trips with-
out pulling their hair out. 
Sophomore Amber Taylor shared one of her 
favorite family memories. 
"My family really only has one tradition and 
that is rhar a different person hands out rhe gifts 
TAYLOR DURHAM f The Bison 
Junior Jennica Leath performs with the Christmas 
Band during chapel. 
every year," Taylor said. "And they have ro wear 
a Santa hat, kind oflike rhey are one of Santa's 
elves." 
For many families, watching Christmas mov-
ies is what brings chem all together. 
"We open presents on Christmas Eve and 
see CHRISTMAS page 4a 
You Tube Debates Build Youth Interest Non-Conference Continues 
Republican Debate Reveals Growing Importance Of Online Video 
By BRETI KELLER 
studeni reporter 
The CNN/YouTube Repub-
lican debate was held Nov. 28 in 
Sc. Petersburg, Fla. The debate 
featured an innovative formac 
that used videos submitted via 
You Tube, the popular video-host-
ing Web sire. 
Blake Harris, a senior political 
science major at Harding, attended 
the Republican debate. Harris is 
rhe National Youth Coordina-
tor for the campaign of Senator 
John McCain of Ariwna. In chat 
capacity, he helps organize student 
leaders and volunteers on college 
campuses across the country. 
The CNN/YouTube debate 
was the first presidential debate 
Harris had attended. 
"They had a good format," 
Harris said, "but rhey asked a 
lot of questions that were out of 
the mainstream dialogue of the 
Republican parry. le made us look 
a little silly." 
In all, the Rt:publlcan candidates 
were asked 33 video questions 
selected by CNN from submis-
sions to YouTube. The debate 
was moderated by CNN anchor 
Anderson Cooper. "!be candidates 
were asked questions on subjects 
from illegal immigration, taxes and 
gun control, ro rotture, religion 
and Iraq. 
When furmer Arkan1as governor 
Mike Huckabee was pressed by 
CNN anchor Anderson Cooper 
to reply to a video question asking 
"What would Jesus do?" concern-
ing the death penalty, Huckabee 
said, "Je.Sus was too smart to ever 
run for public office." 
Candidates were asked whether 
they believed every word of the 
Bible was literally true, whether 
they would sign a federal abortion 
ban and what they would do to 
reduce crime in inner cities. 
Senator McCain and former 
Massachusetts governor Mitt Rom-
ney sparred on whether candidates 
should describe the controversial 
interrogation technique known as 
"waterboarding" as torture. 
"I do not believe, as a presiden-
tial candidate, it is wise for us to 
describe precisely what techniques 
we will use in interrogating people," 
Romney said. 
McCain was tortured as a 
prisoner-of-war for five years in 
Vietnam. 
"Jf we're going ro get the high 
ground in this world," McCain 
said, "and if we're going ro be the 
America that we've cherished and 
loved fur more than 200 years, we're 
nor going to torture people." 
"1bey asked a lot of questions 
rharwere irrelevant," Harris said. 
"A single question on the death 
penalty or on religion would have 
been enough." 
Harris also said some of the 
questions might have been planted 
by Democrats. 
"CNN should have done a 
better job veering the questions," 
Harris said. 
One question was submitted 
by retired brigadier general Kei th 
Kerr. Kerr, who is openly gay, 
asked a question about gay men 
and lesbians in military service. 
According rc:i the New York Times, 
CNN later came under harsh 
criticism for nor disclosing that 
Kerr was on an advisory commit-
tee for Senaror Hillary Clinton's 
campaign. 
"Despite the flaws in the selec-
tion of questions," Harris said, 
"overall the debate raised inreresr 
in the elecrion and the candidates, 
so it was a net gain." . 
see DEBATE page 3a 
NOAH DARNELL f Public Relations 
Freshman guard Lakyn Garrison, leading Lady Bison scorer, looks 
to pass against Alabama-Huntsville. (For story, see page 7 b.) 
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Biblical Wall Found 
In Jerusalem 
After many years of elusion for archeologists, 
portions of the wall believed to be described in 
the biblical book of Nehemiah have been found in 
Jerusalem's ancient City of David. 
This discovery by a team 
of archeologists stemmed 
from an attempt to prevent 
a tower from collapsing, 
according to Eilat Mazar, 
leader of the dig and 
head of the Institute of 
Archaeology at the Shalem 
Center, a Jerusalem-based 
research and educational 
institute. 
Artifacts found 
under the tower 
MAZAR 
suggest that the tower and nearby wall were built 
in the 5th century B.C., the time of Nehemiah. 
Formerly, scholars believed the wall was dated to 
the Hasmonean period. 
The Book of Nehemiah contains a thorough ac-
count of the wall's construction, which had been 
ruined by the Babylonians. 
"We were amazed," Mazar said. She indicated 
that this find defied the arguments of many schol-
ars, who deemed that the wall was non-existent. 
Snowstorm Pummels 
Midwest And Northeast 
A storm responsible for 16 deaths ravaged the 
Northeast on Monday, following its destruction in 
the Upper Midwest. Schools between Maine and 
New York were shut down and more than 650 snow 
plows hit the road in New Hampshire alone. 
Due to the poor viewing conditions, ice and 
wind, hundreds of flights were delayed or canceled 
at Chicago's O' Hare airport and New York City's 
three main airports. Over the weekend, some airlin-
ers across the country even glided off the slick 
pavement. 
On the west coast, a separate storm system 
blasted with winds over 100 mph and surf more 
than 45 feet high. 
Movie Spurs Tension 
Encompassing controversy left and right, "The 
Golden Compass" movie has spurred religious 
debate. 
The movie involves a young girl who travels to 
the Arctic and finds the edge of another universe, 
where she is swept up in g._.. .• ,
a heated clash of good 
versus evil. 
Originating from 
religious skeptic Phillip 
Pullman's first volume in 
his "His Dark Materials" 
books, the movie found 
criticism from evange-
lists and Roman Catho-
lics, who believe the 
plot will ensnare children PULLMAN 
into a bleak world where 
religion is deemed evil and individualism is exalted. 
On the other side of the controversy, others be-
lieve that the serie.s are not harmful. Donna Freitas, 
a visiting assistant professor of religion at Boston 
University, believes that the trilogy is perhaps a 
commentary on Christianity, and the books attack 
destructive power, not religion. 
No matter what, this movie is sure to be a wide-
spread topic of conversation. (For addional cover-
age, see page 4b.) 
Bracelet Discovered 
In Chicken Gizzard 
Aaron Giles lost his identity bracelet over 20 
years ago; astonishingly, that bracelet was recently 
found-within the gizzard of a chicken. 
The bracelet was found by a meat cutter 
within a chicken originating from an Elmore Farm. 
Giles spent some part of his childhood on a· farm 
in Fairmont; the barn from that farm was later 
dissembled. Giles believes his bracelet may have 
been hidden within the old barn's parts that were 
later used to build a barn in Elmore. 
Giles said, "I would spend most of my time out 
at his farm [in Fairmont], and that's the only place I 
can think of that I would have lost it." 
28 - The number of greeting cards the average house-hold sends for the holiday 
season. 
thePULSE The Bison 
The Window 
NOAH DARNELL I Public Relations 
The Chamber Singers sing on the staircase in the Heritage lobby under Dr. Cliff Ganus Ill's direction. Musical groups, from the band to nearly 
every choral group on campus, gave a holiday-themed performance. 
"It may be Earth's 'evil 
twin,' but it is, in many 
respects, Earth's twin." 
- Geophysics professor 
of UCLA C.T. Russell, who au-
thored a new study that verifies 
lightning's presence in Venus' 
atmosphere. 
"Every week there's less 
and less food. it used to 
be potatoes, meat and 
bread, and last week we 
got Doritos and flour." 
- Matthew Whooley of 
Manchester, New Hampshire, 
referencing the immobilized 
financing bill in Washington that 
is spurring food-pantry shortages 
nationwide. Some pantries are 
closing while others are reducing 
what they provide the poor. 
DEC. 7 
No Events 
DEC.10 
Finals Week 
"My plan to secure the 
border? Two words: 
Chuck Norris." 
-- Mike Huckabee, 
Republican Party presidential 
hopeful, in a campaign ad that 
features Chuck Norris himself. 
Huckabee formerly served as 
Arkansas'governo~ . 
"The problem is re-set-
ting your body1s clock." 
- Aaron Blair of the 
United States' National Cancer 
Institute, referring to studies 
revealing that regular switches 
between day and night shifts 
or consistently working the late 
shift may increase one's risk 
of cancer. Altering the body's 
natural clock also interferes with 
other processes within the body. 
~ 
DEC.8 
No Events 
DEC 11 
Finals Week 
"As we see bird popu-
lations that are out of 
kilter, there's a sense the 
entire environment is out 
of kilter." 
- Greg Butcher of the 
National Audubon Society, 
referring to a study that stated 
a quarter of the nation's bird 
species are at risk. Habitat loss, 
introduced species and global 
warming are some cited causes. 
"For me it's about cel-
ebrating the past, enjoy-
ing each other; it's about 
our fans." 
- Geri Halliwell of the 
Spice Girls, which kicked off a 
world tour last week despite 
current dwindling album sales. 
DEC.9 
No Events 
DEC.12 
Finals Week 
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A Concert That Hit All The Right Notes DEBATE: Giuliani, Clinton Are In The Lead 
CONTINUED from 1 a 
Harris said he also thinks young 
people are more likely to vote. 
"It's slowly trending upward," 
Harris said. 
In national polls comeiled 
by Rea!ClearPolirics.com, 
fonner Ne\.V York Ciry mayor 
Rudy Giuliani leads rhe Re-
publicans with support from 
25.7 percent of voters. Senator 
McCain, former Senaror Fred 
Thompson, and Huckabee are 
in a virtual tie for second, \vi th 
13.8, 13.7, and 13.5 percent of 
national support, respectively. 
Romney polls at 10.5 percent 
of rhe Republican vore. 
In previous elections nationaJ 
polling data have changed drasti-
cally after rhe first round of state 
primaries. The first major political 
event of 2008 will be rhe Jan. 3 
Iowa caucus. Over a dozen states 
will likely hold primaries on Feb. 
5, and as many as seven stares are 
considering holding primaries 
before Feb. 3 but after the Jan. 3 
Iowa caucus. 
As a registered Republican from 
Alabama, Harris said he plans to 
vote in his state's Feb. 5 primary 
by mail-in ballor. 
Joel Cox, a senior English 
n1ajor, said he is leaning toward 
voting for a Democrat. 
"I was 18 in the last election," 
Cox said, "and even though I 
voted, this is the first election I 
feel invested in. People say it's the 
Democrat's election to lose." 
According to national polling 
averages compiled at RealClear-
Politics.com, Senator Hillary 
Clinton is in the lead with 41.3 
percent. Senator Barack Obama 
trails with 23.5 percent, followed 
by forn1er Senator John Edwards 
with 13.0 percent. 
Cox said he watched clips from 
the July Democraric CNNfYou-
Tube debate. 
"I watched part of the You Tube 
debate onJine because I live off 
campus and don't have cable," Cox 
said. "] probably wouldn't have 
been able to watch otherwise." 
Cox said he wanc; co see change 
in the White House. 
"There's a possibility for fresh-
ness,11 Cox said. 
Cox also said he sees the diver-
sity of the Democratic candidates 
as a plus. 
"There's a good chance either a 
black man or a woman will win," 
Cox said, "and I like char." 
Bur Cox is skeptical that the 
CNN You Tube debates will influ-
ence youth voting behavior. 
"On election day," Cox said, 
"] expect there will be 13 million 
yo ung people sitting in their 
rooms watching political videos 
on YouTube." 
CARDS: Appreciation Not Apathy For Soldiers 
NOAH DARNELL I Public Relations 
Singer Sara Bareilles performs one of her songs at Saturday's concert. Bareilles is a rising 
artist and came to campus after an invitation from the Campus Activities Board. CAB is respon-
sible for planning on-campus enertainment for students. 
CONTINUED from la 
More than 400 cards were 
wrirren in the Student Center 
last Monday through Wednesday. 
People in the community contrib-
uted to the project \Vith lerrers of 
appreciation as well. On Friday, 
Davidson delivered the cards to 
the Searcy armory to be passed out 
once the soldiers returned from 
training early this week. 
Davidson focused on rhe im-
portance of supporting the troops 
regardless of political affiliation in 
his chapel announcement about 
the project, and he reiterated that 
the troops are Democrars and 
Republicans. 
Their job is to figh r for our 
counuy, and our job is ro support 
Voters: Easy Registration Whistle While You Work 
CONTINUED from 1 a 
''All the students registering to 
vote had to do was fill out a very 
simple form," Abelson said. "Mr. 
Burns also had information for 
the students to rake concerning 
the importance of voting, and he 
also brought a voting nlachine 
to each school and the students 
were able to participate in a mock 
election ." 
To ensure that students 
understood rhe importance of 
voting, Secretary Burns spoke in 
an assembly ro the senior class of 
Riverview High School. However, 
nor all surrounding high schools 
were able to host regiscrarion events 
this year. The group hopes that 
the achievements of this drive wiU 
lead to future collaborations. 
''The drives \Vere very success-
ful because, with Mr. Burns help, 
we were not only able to regisrer 
voters but also educate many 
students about voting," Abelson 
said. "Hopefully, we will be able 
ro work with the Secretary of 
State's office: in the future to 
help ser up even n1ore voter 
regis:rration drives nor only ar 
local high schools, but also at 
other locations around White 
County." 
Final Exam Schedule 
CLASSES MEETING MWF, MW AND DAJLY 
CLASS BEGINNING TIME/DAY AND TIME OF EXAMS: 
7:30 OR 8:00 AM-WEDNESDAY 8: 00 
9:00 AM-MONDAY 8:00 
IO:OOAM-TUESDAY 1:30 
11:00 AM-THURSDAY 1:30 
12:00 NOON-FRI.DAY 8:00 
1:00 PM-THURSDAY 10:30 
2 :00 PM-MONDAY 1:30 
3:00 PM-WEDNESDAY 1:30 
4:00 PM-Time that class normally meets 
CLASSES MEETING TUESDAY AND THURSDAY 
CLASS BEGINNING TIME--DAY AND TIME OF EXAMS: 
chem, according to Davidson. 
"They volunteered to go ro 
war," Davidson said. 
Hill emphasized the need for 
reme1nbrance and appreciation 
of rhe soldiers flghring for rhe 
nation. Boch Hill and Davidson 
hope students who participated 
will realize the· sacrifice and re-
member the importance service 
of soldiers. 
They said they believe there 
is a need to have an, interest in 
the men and women fighting 
for our nation. 
Sophomore Jody Pancoast 
participated by writing a card at 
the Student Center booth after 
a friend working there called her 
over. She said the holiday season 
makes encornagemen t for soldiers 
especially necessary. 
"Ir's important to suppotr them 
because they're working hard and 
sacrificing a lor," Pancoast said. 
The College Republicans pro-
vided cards for students to write 
notes to soldiers1 and Pancoast said 
she would participate again if there 
were another opportunity. 
The College Republicans said 
they want to thank the Harding 
community for the support of 
this project and the troops for 
their service to the nation . 
Davidson said he feels es-
pecially convicted about the 
gratitude owed soldiers. 
"These are people just like us, 
and we owe them our lives. 
7:30 OR 8:00 AM-THURSDAY 8:00 AM 
8:30 OR 9:00 AM-TUESDAY 8:00 
IO:OOAM-MONDAY 10:30 
NOAH DARNELL I Public Relations 
Sparks fly as a construction worker makes progress on Harding's new pharmacy school. The construction, which began earlier this 
semester, should be finished in time to host the school's first class next fall. 
11:00 OR 11:30 AM-WEDNESDAY 10:30 
1:00 PM-FRJDAY 10:30 
2:00 OR 2:30 PM-TUESDAY 10:30 
3:00 PM-FRJDAY 1:30 
4:00 PM or later-Time chat class normally meets 
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NON-CREDIT ONLINE COURSES 
Enhance your skills 2417 
right from your home or dorm room 
A.It courses t:>eg1n on IMldnesday .and run for six 
weeks Each course consists Of 12 lessons and 
can be accessed over the Internet at any time of 
day or night Ail courses require Internet access 
EHnail, and a Netscape or Internet ExplOf"er V\~b 
browser. 
Hundreds of courses "to choose from: 
Web Design 
Leam to Buy/Sell°" eBay 
Digital Photography & Video 
Creative Wnting!Pubils/Jing 
Resume Writing 
"Get Paid to Travel" 
"Get Assertive" 
And Many More ... 
View complete catalog and register onllne at 
Vf>!!W.ed2go,coml_h~!'.9J'l9':' 
Uot'l't forget to cot'lfirtM you schedule 
over the holidays! 
1 & 2 Bedrooms 
6, 9 ·t12 Mo. w I Carport! 
eases 
--SCENIC AREA 
-----LAUNDRY 
-----CLUB HOUSE 
------PRIVATE POOL 
501.268.6296 
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lt,'s Beginning To Look A Lot Like Ghristmas 
Spreading Christmas Cheer I Christmas Trees 
Go 'Green' 
By SAMANTHA HOLSCHBACH 
assistant news editor 
In the spirit of the season and 
the environment, several Christ-
mas tree farms in Oregon, the top 
Christmas tree-producing state, 
have fashioned a plan that allows 
consumers to purchase trees grown 
under "green" conditions. 
Joe Sharp, managing partner of 
Yule Tree Farms and co-founder 
of the Coalition of Environmen-
tally Conscious Growers said, 
"Consumers like to do the right 
thing. We are just helping with 
education." 
In order to inform the public, 
200,000 trees grown under the 
coalition's standards will sport 
tags that indicate their envi-
ronmentally friendly status. To 
achieve this status, trees must 
have been grown on an inspected 
farm that has met requirements 
concerning the management of 
wetlands, pests and nutrients. 
Other factors include biodiversity, 
worker safety and water and soil 
conservation. 
Although grown inorganically, 
such trees still fuster environmental-
ism via negating excess pesticides 
and soil erosion. 
More than a dozen Christmas 
tree farms await inspection to join 
the three large growers already tag-
ging trees. Thus, only a minuscule 
number of tagged trees will actually 
be found this season at garden 
centers and corner lots. 
The coalition anticipates spread-
ing the tagging nationwide amid 
the multimillion-dollar industry, 
from which 29 million households 
purchased a tree last year. 
CHRISTMAS: Movies And Games 
CONTINUED from 1 a 
TAYLOR DURHAM I The Bison 
Santa Claus throws candy into the audience at Wednesday's chapel. Santa joined the morning festivities, which featured the band 
performing several Christmas tunes for students to enjoy. 
watch 'It's A Wonderful Life,"' 
senior Adam Ellmore said. "Usu-
ally 'White Christmas' is in there 
somewhere, too." Ellmore said the 
holidays wouldn't be complete 
without a trip to his grandma's 
on Christmas day and gathering 
around a log fire in the fireplace 
when opening gifts. 
"We get as much 
candy and popcorn as 
we want. It is so much 
fun. We pick a movie 
and then none of us 
watch it until we are 
together." 
Christmas Traditions 
And Their Origins 
• Christmas Stockings - According to legend, a kindly 
nobleman grew despondent over the death of his beloved wife 
and foolishly squandered his fortune. This left his three young 
daughters without dowries and thus facing a life of spinster-
hood. The generous St. Nicholas, hearing of the girls' plight, set 
forth to help. Wishing to remain anonymous, he rode his white 
horse by the nobleman's house and threw three small pouches 
of gold coins down the chimney where they were fortuitously 
captured by the stockings the young women had hung by the 
fireplace to dry. 
• Mistletoe - The ancient Celtics believed mistletoe to have . 
magical healing powers and used it as an antidote for poison, 
infertility and to ward off evil spirits. The plant was also seen as 
a symbol of peace, and it is said that among Romans, enemies 
who met under mistletoe would lay down their weapons and 
embrace. Scandinavians associated the plant with Frigga, their 
goddess of love, and it may be from this that we derive the 
custom of kissing under the mistletoe. Those who kissed under 
the mistletoe had the promise of happiness and good luck in 
the following year. 
• Poinsettias - A native Mexican plant, poinsettias were 
named after Joel R. Poinsett, U.S. ambassador to Mexico who 
brought the plant to America in 1828. One legend has it that 
a young Mexican boy, on his way to visit the village Nativity 
scene, realized he had no gift for the Christ child. He gathered 
pretty green branches from along the road and brought them 
to the church. Though the other children mocked him, when 
the leaves were laid at the manger, a beautiful star-shaped flower 
appeared on each branch. The bright red petals, often mistaken 
for flowers, are actually the upper leaves of the plant. 
www.allrhingschristmas.com/ traditions 
HARDING 
N V E R S T y 
I n February 2008 Harding University's Cannon-Clary College of Education will be reviewed by the National 
Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education. All 
institutions are required to solicit third-party comments on 
the quality of their programs as part of the accreditation 
review process. Harding's College of Education invites com-
ments by alumni, school administrators or other interested 
individuals regarding the status of its educator preparation 
programs. Comments should be sent prior to Dec. 31. Third-
party comments are part of the data NCATE considers in 
evaluating an institution's effectiveness in preparing educators. 
Written comments should be sent to: 
Board of Examiners 
c/o NCATE 
2010 Massachusetts Ave. N.W., Suite 500 
Washington, D.C. 20036-1023; 
or leave comments at NCATE.org. 
Freshmen Amanda Johnson 
said her family also watches "It's 
A.Wonderful Life" together on 
Christmas Eve. 
Senior Morgan McCubbin 
described her favorite day of the 
holiday season. 
"Every year my family has a big 
Christmas Eve celebration," Mc-
Cubbin said. "We have our own 
little devotional, give our gifi: .from 
our gift exchange, eat tons of finger 
foods and dessert and then get a 
'family gift.' The family gift usually 
consists of a few movies, so we go 
downstairs and watch one of then1. 
It is one of my favorite days." 
Movies also play an important 
role in senior Morgan Garnett's 
Christmas memories. 
"Every year for Christmas 
my entire family, all 23 of us, go 
to the movies together with the 
movie cards we get from my great 
grandmother," Garnett said. "We 
get as much candy and popcorn 
as we want. It is so much fun. 
We pick a movie and then 
none of us watch it until we 
are together." 
Walking In A Winter Wonderland 
Morgan Carnett 
senior 
For many fumil.ies, playing games 
together is a big tradition. In my 
family, there is always a game of 
pinochle or dominoes going on 
at the kitchen table. 
President Burks said another 
game holds a special place in his 
family's heart. 
''.All the grandkids come over 
on New Year's Eve and spend the 
night," Burks said. "We stay up 
playing Nerts all night long." 
As we get older and busier, 
it is important to remember the 
significance of family tradition. 
Traditions, however small they 
may seem, hold families together 
and build relationships. 
I encourage you this holiday 
to take time to cherish the mo-
ments that you may normally 
overlook. If you are in the begin-
ning stages of your own family, 
start your own - they will 
forever live on in the hearts of 
your children. 
NOAH DARNELL/ Public Relations 
After returning to campus from Thanksgiving break, students see the front lawn in a whole new light. Thousands of lights adorn 
trees, buildings and bushes to bring in the holiday spirit. 
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Christmas Trees 
Go 'Green' 
By SAMANTHA HOLSCHBACH 
assistant news editor 
In the spirit of the season and 
the environmenc, several Christ-
mas uee farms in Oregon, the top 
Christmas tree-producing state, 
have fashioned a plan that allows 
consumers to purchase trees grown 
under "green" conditions. 
Joe Sharp, managing partner of 
Yule Tree Farms and co-founder 
of the Coalition of Environmen-
tally Conscious Growers said, 
"Consumers like to do the right 
thing. We are just helping with 
education." 
In order to inform the public, 
200,000 trees grown under the 
coalition's standards will sport 
rags that indicate their envi-
ronmentally friendly status. To 
achieve this status, trees must 
have been grown on an inspected 
farm that has met requirements 
concerning the management of 
wetlands, pests and nutrients. 
Other factors include biodiversity, 
worker safecy and water and soil 
conservation. 
Although grown inorganically, 
such uees still foster environmental-
ism via negating excess pesticides 
and soil erosion. 
More than a dozen Christmas 
tree farms await inspection to join 
the three large growers already tag-
ging trees. Thus, only a minus~ule 
number of tagged trees will acrually 
be found this season at garden 
centers and corner lots. 
The coalition anticipates spread-
ing the ragging nationwide amid 
the multimillion-dollar industry, 
from which 29 million households 
purchased a tree last year. 
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watch 'It's A Wonderful Life,"' 
senior Adam Elln1ore said. "Usu-
ally 'White Chrisrmas' is in there 
somewhere, too." Etlmore said the 
holidays wouldn't be complete 
without a trip to his grandma's 
on Christmas day and gathering 
around a log fire in the fireplace 
when opening gifts. 
Freshmen Amanda Johnson 
said her family also watches "It's 
A Wonderful Life" together on 
C hristmas Eve. 
Senior Morgan McCubbin 
described her favorite day of the 
holiday season. 
"Every year my fumily has a big 
Christmas Eve celebration," Mc-
Cubbin said. "We have our own 
little devotional, give our gift from 
our gift exchange, eat tons of fin get 
foods and dessert and then get a 
'funily gift.' The fumily gift usually 
consists of a few movies, so we go 
downstairs and watch one of them. 
It is one of my favorite days." 
Movies also play an important 
role in senior Morgan Garnett's 
Christmas memories. 
"Every year for Christmas 
my entire family, all 23 of us, go 
to che movies together wirh the 
movie cards we get from my great 
grandmother," Garnett said. "We 
get as much candy and popcorn 
as we want. It is so much fun. 
We pick a movie and then 
none of us watch it until we 
are together." 
Nonderland 
"We get as much 
candy and popcorn as 
we want. It is so much 
fun. We pick a movie 
and then none of us 
watch it until we are 
together." 
Morgan Garnett 
senior 
For many Families, playing games 
together is a big tradition. In my 
family, there is always a game of 
pinochle or don1inoes going on 
ac the kitchen table. 
President Burks said another 
game holds a special place in his 
family's heart. 
"All the grandkids come over 
on New Year's Eve and spend the 
night," Burks said. "We stay up 
playing Nerts all night long." 
As we get older and busier, 
it is important co remembe( the 
sighificance of family tradition. 
Traditions, however small they 
may seem, hold families together 
and build relationships. 
] encourage you this holiday 
to take ti1ne to cherish the mo-
ments that you may normally 
overlook. If you are in the begin-
ning stages of your own family, 
stare your own - they will 
forever live on in che hearts of 
your children. 
NOAH DARNELL I Public Relations 
reak, students see the front lawn in a whole new light. Thousands of lights adorn 
jay spirit. 
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Student Appointed As 
'] acob's Place' Secretary 
By JEREMY WATSON 
copy editor 
A Harding University student 
was recently named to the board 
of a newly-founded homeless 
shelter in Searcy. 
Junior social work major 
Heather Mitchell was elected co 
the position of secretary at Jacob's 
Place. As secretary, she will keep 
the minutes of board meetings, 
manage important papers and 
co-sign checks. Mitchell said 
she originally got involved with 
Jacob's place through the campus 
outreach group Pierced. 
"We've just been trying to do 
a lot of outreach," Mitchell said. 
"That was one of the thoughts 
when we first got started, was to 
get involved in the community. 
And ';':,e thought, 'Oh, Jacob's 
Place. 
"1 sort of became the liaison 
between Pierced Harding students 
and Jacob's Place. I was the one 
that called [Rebecca Frankford, 
the president of the board,] so 
she asked me co scare sining in on 
the board meetings just co have a 
Harding representative. Originally, 
that's what they said: 'We'll vote 
you into the board as a Harding 
student,' then she e-mailed me 
and said, 'Why not just go all the 
way and be secretary."' 
The secretary position is a 
volunteer position with a rwo-
year term and the possibility of 
two more terms, but Mitchell said 
she plans on holding it until she 
graduates, which will be in less 
than two years. She has already 
assumed some of the duties of 
secretary by signing papers at 
the bank that will enable her to 
write checks for Jacob's Place. The 
first board meeting she will take 
minutes for is next week. 
Mitchell said she thinks this 
position will prepare her for her 
future career in social work, and 
that she is excited about being 
involved. 
''I'm honored. I definitely 
think that this is a great experi-
ence for jobs and things like that," 
Mitchell said. "! think that God 
has put that in my life for that 
reason. It's definitely going to 
help me with social work a lot. 
l'm excited and I'm glad it's not 
too demanding. 
"Jr's awesome too because there 
arc so many people on Harding's 
campus who are interested and who 
want to serve but aren't quite sure 
how to go about ic. Ir's great co have 
an inside person so that people who 
want to help can and I can just kind 
of connect everybody." 
Florentine Festival To 
Raise Money For HUF 
HU Public Relations 
The Florentine Festival of the 
Arts, the inaugural gala benefiting 
International Programs of Hard-
ing University, will be held this 
Saturday evening, Dec. 8, at 6:30 
at Wtldwood Park for the Perform-
ing Arts in Little Rock. 
A silent art auction will feature 
original oil-on-canvas paintings and 
limited-edition prints by Robbie 
Shackelford, who has been the 
director of Harding Universicy in 
Florence, Italy, since 1990. 
Born in Naples, Shackelford has 
been a Rosso Tiziano arc associate 
since 1992. A frequent exhibitor 
in Florence, he has participated 
in such sho,vs as "Eco d'arte 
moderna," "Fiorino D'Oro," and 
"IMMAGINA- Moma Mercato 
di Arce Contemporanea." Much 
of his highly sought-after work 
features the Tuscan landscape. 
A concert will include profes-
sionals who have appeared on srages 
from Broadway to opera houses 
around the world, accompanied 
by Harding's Jazz Band. Those 
scheduled to appear' include 
singer and songwriter Kaci Bolls 
of Nashville, -renn. , opera singer 
Stephen Mark Brown, cabaret 
singer India Medders Galyean 
and Julliard voice instructor 
Steve Smith. 
Hors d' oeuvres will be served 
at the event, which is black-tie 
optional. Tickets are $25 at www. 
harding.edu/festival. 
Recent coding laws in Tuscany 
No Strings Attached 
have necessitated many changes 
to the internal structure of che 
I 6th-century villa "Il Palazzac-
cio" (homely place), where HUF 
students live while in Florence 
and \.vhich is known simply as 
"the Villa." All proceeds from the 
dcinated artwork and ticket sales 
will benefit the renovation effort, 
as well as establish scholarships for 
International Programs. 
Study abroad is an integral part 
of Harding's global emphasis. The 
University also maintains inter-
national campuses in Australia, 
Chile, England, France/Switzerland, 
Greece and Zambia. More than 
30 percent of recent graduating 
classes have spent a semester at one 
of these ii;iternational campuses. 
Funds raised from this event will 
afford more students chis once-
in-a-lifetime opportunity. 
Dr. Jeffrey T. Hopper, the 
dean of International Programs, 
described the impact spending 
a semester abroad can have on 
students. 
"Each of the places is like a 
jewel that sparkles off the face of 
rhe globe," Hopper said. "Par-
ticipation invariably makes for a 
life-changing experience. It is a 
special opportunity to see another 
face that God put on people. 
"Semester after semester, our 
students return seemingly having 
matured by years. They return 
with more poise, self-assurance 
and confidence, and with the 
knowledge that they can make 
their way in the world." 
NOAH DARNELL I Public Relations 
Mike Chance directs the Harding String Orchestra during a 
recent performance. 
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A Woman's Intonation 
NOAH DARNELL I Public Relations 
Dr. Cliff Ganus Ill directs the Belle Canto singers during a recent performance. Belle Canto is a women's chorus that performs three 
or four concerts each year. The group is open to all female students who wish to try out by taking a voice placement test. 
New Campus Chef Brings· Change 
Chef Adams Improves Cafeteria Menu, Offers New Choices 
By CARA GUGLIELMON 
student reporter 
It's 1940 and about 20 col-
lege students are filing into the 
basement for mealtime. After 
picking through the food line of 
roast beef, fried chicken, mashed 
potatoes, green beans, peas and 
cornbread, a tall young man with 
dark hair rakes his food, picks up 
a cup of sweet milk and joins his 
friends at his usual table. 
"Hi Cliff," a few of the guys 
greet him. 
He bows his head and mutters 
a quick prayer, then digs in to his 
gravy-smothered potatoes. The 
quiet chatter of a stnall classroom 
and the plink of utensils is sud-
denly interrupted by a rumble of 
male voices ar his table. 
"Is that a cockroach, Ambrose?" 
one guy across che cable asks. 
Ambrose Ray had just poured 
syrup onto his cornbread- and 
a dead cockroach had slid out of 
the bottle too. 
After a moment, Ambrose stabs 
the creature with his fork. 
"Jf someone would pay me 
a penny or two, I'd eat this," 
he says. 
Cliff gives him a nickel to eat 
it. Watching Ambrose, C liff takes 
a bite of mashed potatoes and 
nearly chokes-in ei ch er sheer 
disgust or sudden laughter. He 
will never forget chis meal. 
Sixty-seven years later, that tall 
man who had a nickel to spare, 
Or. Clifton Ganus Jr., reminisced 
about his friend Ambrose and the 
immortalized cornbread incident 
from that day in Harding College's 
Pattie Cobb cafete ria. 
Harding University's cafeteria 
has changed dramatically since 
the days of Harding College and 
eating in the basement of what is 
now a woman's dormitory. 
"I remember our food was 
basic," Ganu~ said. "! enjoyed the 
food. Ir wasn't near the variety 
we have now." 
More variety, and nor the kind 
that was once of the insect species, 
\vill be coming soon to Harding's 
cafeteria. Aramark hired a new 
executive' chef for the cafeteria 
Oct. I 5, and she plans to make 
changes to the menu. 
Former executive chef Stephen 
Curr relocated to work at the Uni-
versity of Arkansas in Monticello 
on Nov. 3. 
Kimberly Adams, the new 
executive chef. graduated from a 
culinary institute in Lirtle Rock in 
May 200 I. Chosen as the 200 l 
Apprentice of the Year, Adams 
has \Vorked in multiple areas of 
the food industry. 
She created everything from 
barbecue co wedding cuisine 
at the upscale Simply the Best 
Catering in Lierle Rock, was the 
pastry chef at The Little Rock 
Club for three years and cooked 
food ranging from country club 
cuisine and beef tenderloin to 
salmon and so uthern fare for 
the past five years at Little Rock's 
luxury retirement community 
Woodland Heights. 
With her diverse background 
in the culinary arts, Adams knows 
what is going on in the food com-
munity. She plans to make some 
changes co che cafeteria menu . 
"What I want to go for [is to] 
do more healthy," Adams said. 
Her plans include having 
egg whites at the orpelet station, 
more grilled foods and baked fish, 
more healthy and diverse bread 
options and possibly pizza with 
wheat dough. 
Adams also knows the value of 
home cooking and plans to bring 
back the fried foods. 
"I know everybody gets home-
sick sometimes, and Y..'e want co 
bring chat here in the cafeteria," 
Adams said. 
Although she supports health 
conscious diets, Adams 'viii nor 
neglect the desserts. Her new 
menu plans include cinnamon 
roles with almonds, pecans and 
other kinds of nuts; some non-
traditional pastry fillings such as 
apricot, Bavarian cream and a 
cream cheese type filling; diJferent 
gourmet styles of cookies and che 
Christmas varieties of eggnog or 
peanut brittle and more styles of 
wedding cakes. 
"I can understand that if you've 
got co have something S\.veet, 
you've got to have something 
sweet," Adams said. "The bakery 
department, it needs to be more 
upscale." 
Other plans include boosting 
the international line with pesto, 
garlic cream, and other varieties 
of sauces and adding more sand-
wiches, in addition ro the \vraps, 
to the deli center. 
Judi Hart, Director of Food 
Services, said ic was Adams' 
on-the-spot ~king during tl1e final 
interview that set her apart from 
other candidates for the job. 
"That \Vas a deciding factor, 
because a Joe of people can look 
good on paper but ... we want to 
make sure that they can actually 
cook," Hart said. 
Some changes in the cafeteria 
food are starting to show. 
"]e's the flavor and seasonings 
char she's bringing," Hart said. 
"She's probably going ro make 
adjustments for the items that 
aren't moving as well and replace 
it with something that might be 
a little more acceptable." 
Students can and have helped 
change the cafeteria's food selec-
tion. Student suggestions were 
the reason that the salad bar 
added sweet pickles, rhe deli 
added ham and rotated meats, 
bread varieties increased, the 
water in vegetables was reduced, 
the hot line added more pasta 
and seasonings on food and r.he 
cafeteria created the allergy-free 
zone. 
"We want to serve what they 
\Vant to ear," Hart said. "We wel-
come their suggestions, especially 
in the next couple of weeks." 
To share ideas about cafeteria 
food, students can pose com-
ments on che napkin board near 
the omelet line::, e-mail Hart or 
Adams or ask to talk with Adams 
in the cafeteria. 
The cafeteria's multiple stations 
and varieties of cuisine contrast 
sharply with the single food line 
of the 1940 Pattie Cobb cafeteria. 
Today's cafeteria tables might 
not always have bottles of syrup 
like Pattie Cobb's did, but they 
do nor have cockroaches either. 
With a new chef and her desire 
co bring more change co rhe 
cafeteria, students may see even 
more progres~. 
"I would like students to know 
that I'm here if they have any 
complaints, any problems, any 
compliments," Adams said. "My 
door is always open. I'm here ro 
rake care of their food needs." 
To contact Judi Hart or 
Kimberly Adams with food 
suggestions, e-mail them at 
hart·judith@aram·ark.com or 
ada m s·ki m berly@a ra mark. 
com 
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INFORMATION 
The Bison is a campus newspa-
per, edited and largely financed by 
students, seeking to provide high-
quality journalistic discussion of 
issues of concern to the Harding 
community. 
It also serves as an educational 
tool for students, providing practical 
experience to enhance skills learned 
in the classroom. 
The Bison recognizes its re-
sponsibility to be accurate, fair 
and objective in its reporting 
while upholding the Christian 
. ideals for which Harding Univer-
sity exists. 
It attempts to serve as a forum 
for student perspectives, welcoming 
letters to the editor which adhere to 
ethical and professional standards 
and are no more than 300 words 
in length. 
Signed columns appearing in the 
Bison are the views of the writer and 
may not reflect the official policy of 
the Harding University administra-
tion. Unsigned columns represent 
the view of the editorial board. 
The Bison is published weekly 
(except during breaks, test weeks 
and summer sessions) by Harding 
University, Searcy, AR 72149. Sub-
scription rate: $1 O per year. 
Periodical postage (USPS 
577600) paid at Searcy, AR 72143. 
Postmaster: Send address changes 
to Harding University Box 11192, 
Searcy, AR 72149-0001 . Contact 
the Bison office at 501 -279-4139 
or 501-279-4471 or send faxes to 
501 -279-4127. 
LETTER POUCY 
The Bison welcomes 
your views on issues of 
interest tot.he Harding 
community. Letters to 
the editor from students, 
faculty, administrators and 
the Searcy community are 
encouraged. 
Letters must be signed, 
contain a phone number for 
verification and be no more 
than 300 words in length. 
The Bison reserves the 
right to edit letters for style, 
clarity and brevity. 
Letters to the editor may 
be submitted to HU Box 
11192. 
Santa Claus Is My Homeboy 
TYLER JONES B ill Lacovara and his son were fishing off the coast of Atlantic 
City when they spotted a bag 
dumped in the ocean. Inside were 
hundreds of unopened letters to God 
- some dating back to 1973. Many 
were still readable, including a man 
praying to win the lottery (twice) and 
an unwed mother praying for the baby's 
father to marry her. Lacovara later 
asked, "How many letters like this all 
over the world aren't being opened or 
answered?" Naturally, he went on to sell 
the collection on eBay. 
Uncommon 
Sense 
boycotted in '05 for not saying "Merry 
Christmas," Wal-Mart has teamed up 
with One2Believe, a faith-based manu-
facturer, and will start selling religious 
toys this Christmas. In their Battle for 
the Toybox campaign, they set out to 
create an alternative to violent action 
figures, by simply creating violent 
Biblical action figures. A plastic Goliath 
grips Samson in a chokehold on their 
site with the caption: "Spirit warriors 
($24.99) are big tough toys that boys 
will love to play with!" 
This month, 600,000 similar 
letters from around the world will be 
sent to FIN-96930 Arctic Cir., Finland 
- the official address of Santa Claus. 
In Britain, some children will burn 
their letters as tradition follows, while 
children in Latin America fix them to 
balloons to float towards the heavenly 
North Pole. After befriending Santa 
on Facebook, myself and many other 
Americans will likely e-mail or text 
Santa. 
Cultural similarities between Santa 
Claus and God are centuries old. From 
Michelangelo's Sistine Chapel (where 
God looks like Sanra with a six-pack) to 
Coca-Cola ads, these two are depicted 
as jolly, Anglo-Saxon bearded men 
who punish the naughty, reward the 
nice and, as Ray Stevens reminded us, 
are "watchin' you." And apparently, 
Santa battles Satan as well. In a 1959 
film, Santa is literally turned into the 
god-hero when he joins Merlin to fight 
the Devil, and also in the Cold War-
era "Santa Col)quers the Martians" 
- which is pretty self-explanatory. 
This decade has found Santa stuck 
in the chimney of political correctness 
- rejected by some religious groups for 
being too secular and by civil liberties 
groups for being too spiritual. While 
Santas in Australia are currently being 
told to say "Ha, ha, ha" instead of "Ho, 
ho, ho" (because it's derogatory to 
"Last month, pets around 
the country were outraged 
when PetSmart removed 
the word 'Christmas' from 
promotions." 
prostitutes), it is his being a face of 
Chrisrianity that upsets most secu-
larists. Last month, pets around the 
country were outraged when PetSmart 
removed the word 'Christmas' from 
promotions. As the War on Christ-
mas rages from holiday trees to public 
schools banning nativity scenes, some 
foresee a dark, liberal day when Santa 
can't even say "Ha" (because it's deroga-
tory to clowns) and he's censored to the 
shelves of cyberspace - found only as a 
toy with highly poseable limbs. 
Which is ironic, because the other 
hero has already been sentenced. At the 
satii-ical mcphee.com, you can find an 
action figure of God, or for $12.95 get 
the Deluxe Jesus which has "glow in the 
dark miracle hands" and comes with 
five miniature loaves and two fish. Je-
sus' face has had a recent cultural surge 
in South 'Park, Kevin Smith's "Dogma," 
Jesus air fresheners and Urban Outfit-
ter's successful "Jesus is My Homeboy" 
clothing line. Perhaps we should ask 
Gillian Gibbons about cultural blas-
phemy. The 54-year-old mother of two 
was nearly executed by a Sudanese mob 
last week when her Muslim class named 
a teddy bear Mohammed. While this 
offense to Islam was a radical over-reac-
tion, is there any sanctity left in the way 
we present Christ? 
In sharp contrasr since being 
Problematically, the Jesus portrayed 
in the blasphemous toy market appears 
no different in the faith-based market. 
Such is the case with other well-inten-
tioned Christian attempts at sraying 
relevant like Napoleon Dynamite 
spoofed "Jesus Died For Pedro" t-shirrs, 
the widespread Halloween "Hellhouses" 
and church marquees like "Git-R-Done 
Fer God." When our dumbed-down 
presentation of Christianity stoops to 
what we were fighting to begin with, 
how can anyone tell the difference? As 
sermon analogy after analogy compares 
God to everything from cookies, to 
maple syrup to Superman why should 
an intellectual think our belief in God 
is any different than a child's belief in 
Santa Claus? 
What Bill Lacovara found in the 
Atlantic is meant for a child's Santa: 
some far-off magician to whom we float 
our wishlists. But God is not our white 
action figure or our "homeboy," and 
when he's put in a box (especially the 
kind that include batteries), his exis-
tence is trivialized. It sends the message 
to the world: "God is American_:_ did 
you know tb,at?" This Christmas let us 
share true love with every person of 
every race, without mistakenly creating 
God in the image of man. 
TYLER JONES is the opinions 
editor for the Bison and may 
contacted at tjones3@harding.edu 
Small Changes, Global Results 
0 n Jan. 2 of last year, I was leisurely strolling along a 
scenic road in 'rural Wis- " 
consin with my parents, admiring the 
chickadees and junco; flitting robustly 
in the shrubbery. Thus far, the winter 
had proved to be mild; snow had yer to 
remain on the ground, the landscape 
being more suited to a November 
scene. Suddenly, contrasting against the 
shades of a gray overcast sky and the 
mahogany maze of shrubs, four bril-
liant bluebirds emerged, winging their 
way towards the northeast. Although 
awed by this sight reminiscent of sum-
qier, I found my thoughts later turning 
to the implications behind these 
bluebirds that should have flown south 
to at least southern Illinois. Likely, the 
birds remained due to a reliable food 
source and the mild winter, but perhaps 
the underlying, covert cause was global 
warming. Though this was purely an 
inference concerning specifically the 
bluebirds, the fact that many other bird 
species are remaining in their northern 
grounds over the winter certainly points 
to global warming, as do the current 
hardships of arctic animals and the 
heightened risk of extinction for others. 
And of course, the effects impacting 
humans cannot be overstated - rising 
sea levels, flooding, increased disease, 
loss of biodiversity, reduced tourism, 
heat waves, severe storms and more 
are presently transpiring or will in the 
future. 
Greatly contributing to the afore-
mentioned consequences, the burn-
ing of fossil fuels has emitted into 
the atmosphere masses of greenhouse 
gases (like carbon dioxide, methane 
and nitrous oxide) that coalesce into 
a "thermal blanket," thereby captur-
ing infrared radiation and returning 
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it back to Earth as transferred heat. 
However, the burning of fossil fuels 
via industry or transportarion is, 
surprisingly, smaller than that created 
from buildings. Luckily, though, 
no other means of greenhouse gas 
emissions is as easily converted 
financially to "green" srandards; solar 
energy, geothermal energy, biofuel 
generators and modern ventilation 
all combat global warming and are 
being installed within buildings on an 
increasing basis. 
Besides the architectural changes 
that benefit the environment, conser-
vative action on the part of Harding 
students within buildings, specifically 
dorms and apartments, is both practical 
and fulfilling - as Brooke Medicine 
Eagle said, "There is hope if people will 
begin to awaken that spiritual part of 
themselves, that heartfelt knowledge 
that we are caretakers of this planet." 
One way to cut down on waste 
within the dorm room is to purchase 
used items, perhaps from Ebay Local 
and Craigslist; an added perk from this 
are furnishings unmatchable in unique-
ness. If you must have a fridge, it's best 
to choose one that's energy star-certified 
or has a similar status. Other energy-
saving tactics for a fridge include in-
creasing the temperature by one degree, 
placing the fridge far from a window, 
keeping the door open only as needed 
and dusting off the condenser coils on 
the fridge's back. If you're in need of a 
light bulb, an energy-and-cost-efficient 
choice is the compact fluorescent bulb. 
lnit'.ial!y, such bu.lbs are more expensive, 
but if four regular incandescent bulbs 
are replaced with fluorescent ones, you 
can save abo~t $30. Finally, water con-
servation, too, is not only viable, but 
can be time-saving as well. It's easy to 
simple brush your teeth without leaving 
the water on or to reduce your shower-
ing time by a few minutes. According 
to Jeffrey Langholz and Kelly Turner, 
authors of the book, "You Can Prevent 
Global Warming (And Save Money): 
51 Easy Ways," opting for an eight-
minute shower versus a 10-minute 
shower can save 300 gallons of water 
per month. Thus, there are many ways 
of executing small actions rhar favor-
ably affect the earth. 
Though a single college student's 
environmental actions may not seem 
momentous alone, one's impact can be 
quite vast when linked to like-minded 
individuals striving for the same objec-
tive, just as miniscule water molecules 
are united together to form the oceans . 
And may that objective - conserving 
the integrity of our environment via 
combating global warming - ring so 
rrue that the song, "America the Beauti-
ful," never be interpreted as such by 
George Carlin: 
"Oh Beautiful for smoggy skies, 
insecticided grain, I For strip-mined 
mounrains majesty above rhe asphalt 
plain. I America, America, man sheds 
his waste on thee, I And hides the pines· 
with billboard signs, from sea to oily 
sea." 
SAMANTHA HOLSCHBACH is the 
assistant news editor for the Bison 
and may be contacted at sholschb@ 
harding.edu 
LETTER TO THE EDITOR 
l am writing in regard to a column entitled "Psalms, Hymns and Spiritual Division" that appeared in the Nov. 9 issue of 
the Bison. Churches of Christ are being blamed for spiritual 
division. The fact is that singing psalms, hymns and spiritual 
songs, which is what churches of Christ do, never caused divi-
sion. Worshipping God in song unaccompanied by musical in-
struments was the practice of the church in the New Testament. 
It continued to be the practice of every religious group on the 
face of the earth that even claimed to be Christian for a thousand 
years after the church began. 
This practice was not a musical "preference." The 
practice and preference of pagans was the employment of 
musical instruments in their worship. The Jews were com-
manded by God to use musical instruments in their worship. 
It was not musical preference that caused pagans and Jews to 
quit using instrumental music in worship to God the moment 
they became Christians. I am convinced that nothing short 
of a command of God could have created that phenomenon, 
and I believe that command is found in the New Testament. 
Historically, spiritual division occurred when, in 
church after church, people tried to introduce musical instru-
ments into the worship. Those people who conscientiously 
believed it was contrary to the will of God were forced out. It 
was the "preference" of using instrumental music in worship 
that was imposed on others that caused division. 
It is a shame that some Christians treat those who 
disagree with them unkindly and rudely. But it is also a shame 
that the bad attitude of a few should lead to the church being 
condemned for "our close-mindedness" causing "division, 
self-righteous zeal, resentment, stunted religious growth and 
condescension to other churches." 
-Dr. Milo Hadwin, 
Chinese Student Life Administrator 
The Bison 
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Healthy Blood 
In The Jet Stream 
0 ur flight was oversold. There was about as 
much room for my carry-
on luggage in the overhead bin as 
there was for me in the middle seat. 
Wedged between passengers on 
my right and left, I was stowed as 
securely as a rray table in an upright 
and locked position for the duration 
of the flight. 
While waiting on the tarmac for 
what seemed like hours and secretly 
hoping the oxygen masks might 
deploy for a little fresh air, I was 
reminded that the cramped condi-
tions of commercial air travel leave 
the unsuspecting passenger at risk 
for a deep vein thrombosis (DVT). 
A blood clot that forms in a deep 
vein rather than one which is super-
ficial is appropriately referred to as 
a DVT. Often located in the lower 
extremities, a DVT produces red-
ness and swelling along with pain 
which is reproducible when pressure 
is applied to the leg. Discomfort is 
the symptom that calls attention to 
a DVT, but the more serious danger 
is the possibility that a dot will 
dislodge and obstruct blood flow 
to the lungs "F t h" h ( ul ac ors w 1c p monary 
embolus). 
Travelers 
should be 
alert for 
symptoms 
which 
develop as 
much as a 
week after 
reaching 
their desti-
nation. 
increase a passen-
ger's risk for DVT 
include prolonged 
immobility, pres-
sure on the leg 
veins by the edge 
of the seat and 
decreased fluid 
intake during the 
flight." 
Although obesity, oral contracep-
tives, tobacco use and recent surgery 
::i are associated wirh blood clot foJ-
. mation, individuals with no preyi: 
ous health problems are also subject 
to DVT during air travel. Factors 
which increase a passenger's risk for 
DVT include prolonged immobil-
ity, pressure on the leg veins by the 
edge of the seat and decreased fluid 
intake during the flight. 
To offset prolonged immobility, 
creative exercise should be per-
formed while seated. Several move-
ments of the lower extremities in 
sequence will encourage blood flow 
through the veins of the legs. First, 
pump your feet repeatedly as if you 
were pedaling the plane. Then, in 
alternating rhythm, lift each foot 
several inches off the floor (Add a 
few syncopated arm movements, 
and the cabin may break out in a 
mid-flight Macarena). 
A strategic choice in seat as-
signments can improve options for 
mobility. I prefer an aisle sear which 
provides a little extra stretching 
room. However, extending my legs 
into the aisle is done at the risk of 
being run over by a harried flight 
attendant with an armored bever-
age cart. More than once I have 
returned home with tread marks on 
my shins. 
Because the beverage service 
has become more unpredictable, 
advance planning to maintain ad-
equare hydration should begin be-
fore boarding the plane. Purchasing 
bottled water, juice or soft drinks to 
take on to the plane should be done 
AFTER you have cleared security. 
Otherwise, the fluids will be confis-
cated at the check point. 
Request a beverage each time it 
is offered during the flight. The dry 
conditions of cabin air contribute 
to dehydration and hemoconcentra-
tion of the circulating blood supply. 
Forcing fluids increases the need to 
visit rhe lavatory. Any excuse to get 
out of your seat will improve the 
blood Bow in your legs. 
Anytime the captain turns off 
the "fasten seatbelt" sign, use the 
opportunity to walk to the rear of 
the plane. Take it from someone 
wh~ knows; look both ways before 
entering the aisle. That flight at-
tendant with the armored cart may 
be on her return trip. 
DR. MIKE JUSTUS is a Harding 
graduate and a fami ly practice 
doctor in Searcy. He is a fre-
quent contributor to the Bison. 
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The Window 
NOAH DARNELL I Public Relations 
1n. Musical groups, from the band to nearly 
t\s we see bird popu-
1tions that are out of 
ilter, there's a sense the 
ntire environment is out 
f kilter." 
- Greg Butcher of the 
ational Audubon Society, 
~ferring to a study that stated 
quarter of the nation's bird 
>ecies are at risk. Habitat loss, 
traduced species and global 
arming are some cited causes. 
For me it's about cel-
brating the past, enjoy-
19 each other; it's about 
ur fans." 
- Geri Halliwell of the 
>ice Girls, which kicked off a 
xld tour last week despite 
1rrent dwindling album sales. 
DEC.9 
No Events 
DEC.12 
Finals Week 
• 
' . 
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'Twas The Re-Run Before Christmas 
th the holiday season upon 
us, I wondered what would 
have happened if Clement 
Clarke Moore had been a big fan of 
television. His famous Christmas poem 
might have been quite diffecent ... 
'Twas the night before Christmas, when 
all through the house I Rachel Green 
had just purchased a Calvin Klein 
blouse. I The srockings were dusted by 
Monica with stress, I In hopes that St. 
Nicholas would nor make a mess. I And 
Joey was nestled all snug in his bed, I 
Quire empty it seems was the scare of 
his head. I Poor Ross is still dateless, and 
Phoebe's off-key, I Having just settled 
down for some coffee and rea. 
When out on the lawn Homer fell on 
his fuce, I Poor Marge was embarrassed 
and lied in disgrace. I The children were 
gathered around their TY, I And Bart 
had j use said something smart-alecky. I 
When what to their wondering eyes did 
amaze, I Bur a lone desert island and 
six castaways. I With a jolly old skipper 
who so bumbled and stuttered, I The 
network feaced ratings would plunge co 
the gutter. I More inane than the Mon-
kees the plor lines they were, I Wirh the 
castaways dressed up in sponcoats and 
MICHAEL CLAXTON 
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fur. I "Now Ginger! Now, Mary Ann," 
he called them by name. I On Professor, 
please make us a cocoanur plane! I On 
Thurston J. Howell and deac Luwie, 
too, I On Gilligan' Oh, you've just 
stepped in some goo. I As shipwrecks 
that into a hurricane fly, I Sally Field 
in her habit did take to the sky. I "It's 
a bird! Ir's a plane!" someone shouted, 
childlike. I "No, Tattoo," said the host. 
"It's the Fonz on his bike1" 
A:; I opened my window and threw up 
the sash, I In the doorway did Kramer 
explode with a crash, I He was dressed in 
a jacket with gabardine slacks, I And his 
hair seemed a victim of feline attaeks. I His 
sidekick was rounded, a mischievous elf, 
/Teeth denched, I said, "Newman1" (in 
spice of myself). I A bundle of sehemes he 
had inside his head, I Jerry knew that in 
fuct there was plenty to dread. I His eyes 
how they rolled, the quips he did say, I 
While Genrge is convinced he is Art Van-
dalay, I To eveiyone's fear, Elaine started 
to dance, I She moved like a kid who had 
mice in his pants. 
A:; Christmas grew closer the den 
was quite full I Of sitcom fanatics, 
all dyed-in-the-wool. I Their wishes 
were granted, for on the TY, I A host 
of old friends celebrated with glee. I 
Deac Granny was cooking up possum-
pie hash, I A:; Jed was re-counting his 
hillbilly cash. I While Ellie May petted 
her rabbit and skunk, I Fred Sanford 
was peddling second-hand jtmk. I "Ir's 
the big one!" he cried. with his hand on 
his chest; I The noise woke up Barney, 
who made an arrest. I And others were 
trying their friends to outdo: I Whose 
Line is It? Colin or Ryan or Drew? I 
Next Mary T Moore with her neighbor-
gal Phyllis, I And Arnold says, "Hey 
whatchu talkin'bour Willis?" I Raymond 
was whining co his mom and his wife, I 
(A combo that guarantees marital strife). 
I With a balding old geezer so snippy 
and crank, I That I knew in a moment 
it had to be Frank. I Old Norm was 
imbibing; the Beaver 'vas scheming. I 
Ofbreaktime the c.ast ofThe Office was 
dreaming. 
But most fun of all were the gifts on the 
tree: I Alf opened his first: twas a cat 
fricassee. I A new chair for Archie, some 
pudding for Cos, I Three punching bags 
for a rough baliff named Roz. I When 
Klinger next finally got his discharge, 
I He gave one to Gomer (a gift for 
the Sarge). I New scrubs for J.D., and 
suspenders for Urkel. I Will Spock get 
a present? I think Captain Kirk'll / Find 
something to give co rhac wise Vulcan 
sage: I (I hear that the Blue Tooth is now 
all the rage). I And did Gomez Adams 
ask for a workbench? I No, all that he 
wants is for TISh to speak French. 
Bue as evening came near and we starred to 
doze. I We said our goodbyes to Blanche, 
Dorothy and Rose. I And laying a finger 
upon the remote, I We sent them away 
with their presents to tote. I A:; the picture 
rube fuded into a fuint glow, I A redhead 
and Cuban were the last ones to go, I And 
I heard them "esplain" as they shpped out 
of sight: I "We'll see you in re-cuns on each 
weekday night!" 
And I'll see you next January. Have a 
great holiday. 
MICHAEL CLAXTON is an assis-
tant professor of English and a fre-
quent contributor to the Bison and 
may be contacted at mclaxto1@ 
harding.edu 
Irresistible, But Dangerous Revolution 
Shane Claiborne Visits Searcy To Share His Story And The Simple Way Ministry 
I f you are like me you have been hit with a mil-lion facebook event invites and groups about 
the distinguished speaker coming to Searcy this 
weekend- Shane Claiborne. What is up with all 
this hype? 
Claiborne's book "Irresistible Revolution," which 
hit shelves about two years ago now, has been a hor 
topic of discussion amongst many in che community 
here at Harding University and abroad. In his book 
he recounts his many successes and failures in seek-
ing to live a life closer to God. His journey has taken 
him to helping co defend the homeless in Philadel-
phia ro working with lepers in Calcutta with Mother 
Teresa. His journey has ultimately taken him to live 
sac down co 
meditate on 
it. I enjoyed 
it. Ir is a great 
story about 
how one 
guy found 
the place 
COLEMAN YOAKUM 
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"And while the inner 
city may be where I am 
destined and Shane is des-
tined, there is great need 
to Christians to remain 
things and do nothing, it gets harder for the next 
story to get through and 1nocivace us. A friend once 
described it to me as a roller-coaster ride. The first 
roJler coasters just had two hiJls and those were ter-
rifying for a while. Then, to keep people coming and · 
scared they had to get higher, faster, go upside down, 
let your feet hang, free fall until eventually we end 
up with the modern roller coasters of today chat are, 
again, getting boring. 
AMANDA PRUITT 
The Fish 
Wrap 
Burying This 
Calendar Year 
S olemn and shirtless, l 4 men carefully lower a casket into the 
grave while the nearby pho-
tographer records the moment. The 
casket is empty with no mourners in 
sight, yet the funeral professionals 
must scand srill until the photo shoot 
is finished. 
The moment isn't based on an ob-
scure movie, a book or a play. No, it's 
just 14 real-life morticians and funeral 
directors pose for the annual Men-of-
Morcuaries caJendar. 
Thar's right. Mortician models. 
The Men-of-Mortuaries calendar, 
now in its second year, has attracted 
attention from media outlets all over 
the world. The one-time models ap-
peared on Good Morning America, 
numerous syndicated radio shows and 
local stations. 
Who can blame che media buzz? 
The idea for the calendar is bizarre: 
14 of the most muscular, Aclas-esque 
morticians from around the country 
model for a wall calendar. And here 
all humanity was thinking mortuar-
ies were populated by slightly creepy 
men with slicked-back hair wearing 
a rumpled old suit and carrying the 
faint scent of formaldehyde. 
Give the morticians' some credit: 
the money earned goes to a legitimate 
cause. 
Kenneth McKenzie, a Californian 
mortician himself, launched the Men-
of-Morcuaries calendar in 2007 to 
raise funds for KAMM Cares, a non-
profit organization he started in honor 
of his sister, a breast cancer survivor. 
KAMM Cares gives money direccly 
to those battling breast cancer to help 
cover cost for everyday necessities. 
McKenzie was shopping with 
his sister, Katherine, when the two 
noticed calendars featuring fie, real-
life fire fighters and policemen with 
in a commune-style communiry in the inner fity 10~.,.. 
Philadelphia called the Simple Way where they foe~~ 0 
on being Christians to the pCbple around chem. 
Now, I will be the first person to tell you that 
I hate hype. Whenever a book comes our that ev-
eryone is reading and talking about I automatically 
assume char it is something written on a popular 
level and that people are just reading it because it is 
the "in" book to be reading. In shore, I assume it is 
below me. 
in which he was 
builc and made co 
do ministry. He 
came from a place 
where he was che 
prom king at his 
high school in.1• 
Tennessee, moved 
to Philadelphia 
for college, moved 
onto the streets 
ir t,he suburbs working in 
the professions that need 
them." 
with the homeless, made clothes for lepers in Cal-
cutta and eventually ended up back on the streets 
of Philadelphia where he still makes his own clothes 
and lives in community with the poor on a daily 
basis. Thar is a journey that only a God with a great 
plan can take a person on. That is the makings of a 
life well lived and a book well written. 
The second reason this is a dangerous book is 
because it would be easy for so1neone to say chat chis 
is the only way to be a Christian. I do not think that 
chis is true. I think we should always have a heart for 
the poor. Not only that, but a heart of action. I be-
lieve we should help the poor, feed t'J;.poor, dqt~ 
th~ poor and love the poor, but I d9 no,t think char 
all of us are required to drop everything and move 
into the inner city to live wich chem. Not everyone 
is builr for that like Shane and so many Christian 
brothers and sisters around us. And while the in-
.-ti' money going to 'Vario.us foundq.tions. 
"· '~a joke but also charity effort, McK-
enzie began to advertise for possible 
model candidates and received about 
300 submissions. 
This attirude has hurt me in rhe past though. 
I didn't read "Blue Like Jazz" until two years afcer 
all the hype was over and really enjoyed the read. 
So, when I finished it I wanted to go talk to people 
about it, bur by then everyone was done talking 
about the book and looked and me as if to say, "that 
book was so two years ago." Thus, I missed out on 
all of the good conversation. 
I decided that this was not going to happen 
again. So when everyone was reading "Irresistible 
Revolution" I decided to be that guy and buy rhe 
book. I told myself that whatever I thought, whether 
] liked it or hated it, ] was going co be in on the 
conversation chis time. 
I picked it up and read it in a weekend and then 
But, I would also say that it is a dangerous book. 
It is dangerous for two reasons. First1 it is easy to 
let a book like chis prick your heart once and chen 
put it on the shelf as just another book you've read 
and forget everything in it. lf you are reading it for 
the words and not the meaning you have missed the 
point. The problem we have is that we read some-
thing like Shane's story and we see where he has 
been and we don't use chat as a way to look back on 
our own lives and say, "What can I change? How 
can chis show me how to gee closer co God?" So, 
when we spend so much of our time reading these 
popular level books about great people doing great 
ner city may be where 1 am destined and Shane is 
destined, there is great need to Christians co remain 
in the suburbs working in che professions that need 
chem. 
Shane's book is a great book about how one man 
was led by God to many places, and I have a feeling 
when you sit down and think about it, you have a 
great story as well. It may not be as polar or cover as 
much geography as Shane's, bur your story is just as 
valuable as his is. 
I highly encourage everyone to come out on 
Saturday to hear Shane speak at Riverview High 
School gym at 7:30 p.m. He wiII ceII you a good 
scary. 
COLEMAN YOAKUM is a guest contributor for 
the Bison and may be contacted at cyoakum@ 
harding.edu 
Moral Law Lives On Skyline Drive 
Experiencing Philosopher's Vision May Be As Simple As Looking Up 
T he starry heavens above and the moral law within fill the mind with an ever new and 
increasing admiration and awe, the more 
often and the more steadily we reflect." - Immanuel 
Kant 
As far as 1 know, lmmanuel Kant never owned a 
bicycle - he was a walker. 
The philosopher Immanuel Kant spent his 
entire life (1724-1804) in Konigsberg, East Prus-
sia. Konigsberg is now Kaliningrad, Russia. If you 
go there today, you can see the inscription above on 
his comb. It's taken from the concluding section of 
one of his best-known works, "'Critique of Practical 
Reason." 
A:; far as any of h"is biographers can tell, Kam 
never traveled more than I 00 miles from Konigs-
berg. This is no small task given the fuct that in 
addition to philosophy and anthropology, Kane also 
caught geography at the University of Konigsberg. 
Bur there's no indication char he eve~ saw a moun-
tain or a body of water larger than the Baltic Sea. 
In addition to his contributions to philosophy, 
Kane is equally famous for his quirky behavior. 
In addition to being a man of learning who never 
strayed too far from his own bed, Immanuel Kant 
liked to cake a walk ac precisely the same rime every 
day. 
The story goes chat residents of his hometown , 
of Konigsberg were able to set their clocks by the 
punctualiry of Kant's walks at 3:30 every afternoon. 
Ironically, one of those individuals was the keeper 
of the clock at a church near Kant's home and Kant 
used chis clock to mark the start his walk each day. 
So, given the fact that each man was using the 
other as a timepiece, we can't really say coo much 
about Kane's precision. 
On the other hand, it's true chat when Kant 
didn't show up for his daily walk one day the people 
of Konigsberg assumed that he was dead. As it turns 
our, Kant had just stayed home that day to read 
Jean-Jacques Rousseau's, "Emile." Apparently, he 
liked "Emile'' a lot more than I did. 
My morning bikt ride hasn't become as regular 
as Kant's daily outings yet, but I want to tell you 
about what I get to 
see every morning at 
5:30 a.m. on my ride 
around Searcy. 
On a clear morn-
ing, the early morn-
ing sky is incredible 
this time of year. 
Venus is rising right 
next co the Moon in 
"When you combine 
the harmony of the 
universe with the reason 
that drives our need for 
moral truth, you discov-
er that you are a pretty 
amazing creation.'' 
the east and Mars is hanging just over Orion in the 
western sky. By the rime I get to the rap of Skyline 
Drive on the west side of town, the sun is just start-
ing co rise in the east and bathe everything in an 
opaque orange light. 
le really makes it worth getting up early every 
morning. 
As Kant suggested in his epitaph and in "Critique 
of Practical Reason," you can learn a lot by looking 
at che stars and from the "moral law within." 
In the first place, you can learn that there is 
order in the universe and you are a pare of it. God's 
creation contains harmony, balance and reason and 
these chree things alone have allowed che human 
species co do some pretty amazing things. One of 
these is the development of technologies that bring 
che stars a little closer to us. 
From the "moral law within" we learn that there 
may be certain immutable truths char guide our 
moral actions just as systematically as the stars in 
the sky. Kant is best kno,vn for attempting to create 
a system of ethics based on reason and arrives at a 
formula that comes very close to what Christians 
call the Golden Rule: "Act only according to chat 
maxim by which you can at the same time will that 
it should become a universal law." 
When you combine che harmony of the universe 
with the reason chat drives our need for moral truth, 
you discover that you afe a pretty amazing creation. 
And according to Kant, this should fiII you with 
a greater appreciation for how amazing you and I 
really are. 
I would add that in appreciating both the exter-
nal and internal aspects of the creation, many of us 
come to a greater appreciation for the Creator as 
well. You may not believe this, but 1 think of that 
every time I see Orion's Belt. 
And I do it with an ever new and increasing 
admiration and awe. 
MARK ELROD is an associate professor of 
political science and a guest contributor for the 
Bison. He may be contacted at el rod® harding. 
edu 
However, the publicity stunt of 
half-dressed funeral directors prob-
ably overshadows the actual sup-
posed point: helping families in need. 
Certainly CNN isn't interviewing 
these men simply because they're 
raising money. Even McKenzie has 
been quoted as saying th~ calendars 
are meant co transform the mortician's 
dark, unattractive image. 
Apparently, calendars are a fund-
raising boom for foundacions every-
where and still immensely popular 
even though it only takes a glance at 
the cell phone to figure out the month 
and day. Expem claim humanity is 
entering the "paperless age/' a place 
where mankind relies on comput-
ers instead of the traditional pen 
and pencil. Tell that to the calendar 
companies. 
The New Year is fast approaching, 
and Americans will purchase at least 
one calendar - more than one if we 
are corn between the Scottish terri-
ers or comic book heroes. Calendars 
run from pious to educational, from 
Pope Benedict XVI-themed co daily 
SAT questions (which no high school 
student would purchase bur an excited 
parent might). 
Yes, calendars will feature anything 
these days, even fundraising morti-
cians. 
With finals coming up next week, 
this is - as you may have guessed 
- our final issue of the Bison this se-
mester. That said, today also marks the 
lase publication this year for three of 
our staff members, who are bound for 
Harding's overseas programs. Nothing 
against international studies, but it's 
sad to see them leave. 
lf yoti happen ro see news editor 
Ashton Reely, features ediror Leslie 
Giles or opinions editor Tyler Jones, 
congratulate them for a fantastic job 
representing the student body this 
semester. 
Among other things, I would like 
to thank all the volunceer writers and 
reporters who have helped us so fur 
chis year. Truly this paper could not be 
made without the extra help. 
AMANDA PRUITT serves as the 
editor in chief for the 2007-2008 
Bison. She may contacted at 
akpruitt@harding.edu 
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Hook, Line And Sinker 
By KIM KOKERNOT 
student reporter 
I ce-laced streets and blistering winds were no 
obstacle between Todd 
Leland Gainer and a river full 
of trout one January morning 
in West Virginia. His passion 
convinced Jeff Smith, a man he 
would later found a successful 
business with, to join him on 
the vacated lake. 
"No one was crazy enough 
to be on the roads except him, 
and he took me with him," 
Smith said. "We caught 98 
trout that morning. That was 
15 years ago and up to that 
point, the best day of trout 
fishing that I had ever had. 
It changed my life tO where 
I'm like that now. Icy, rainy, it 
doesn't matter. I'll be the only 
one out there." 
The hand he found that day 
was nor only with fishing, but 
with Gainer. 
"That day catapulted our 
friendship and catapulted our 
minds to make fishing lures." 
With the combination · 
of Smith's drive to learn the 
mechanfcs of creating fishing 
lure, and Leland's knowledge 
of what appeals co trout, they 
were able to create a bait that 
became a local legend. 
"We started fishing with it, 
and it was just a hobby, but we 
were making everyone look re-
ally bad on the stream," Smith 
said. "We were out-fishing 
20, 30 people at a time. They 
called it the magnet because it 
just sucked the fish in. After 
about three years of people 
calling it this, I decided to 
start the business and named it 
after my buddy, Todd Leland 
Gainer." 
Although the lure was not 
complex, it functioned excep-
tionally well. 
"No one was designing 
these lures just for trout. When 
we started looking at what 
trout wanted, it was really just 
an alteration of a lure that 
already existed," Smith said. 
"We altered it a little bit, and 
that change made all the dif-
ference in the world. In fact, 
supposedly the way that it's 
made now, it will do certain 
things that lures have never 
done before." 
When the east coast re-
gional manager of Wal-Mart 
was in town, Smith took him 
fishing with the Trout Magnet 
and hooked more than just 
trout with his lure. Because 
of the success of the trip, the 
manager decided to selJ the 
Trout Magnet in stores. le was 
an instant success. 
"Since itwas a local legend, 
the people in the area knew 
a!,our it, and . ' . when they put 
544 packs on the shelf, they all 
sold in one day," Smith said. 
"People were going in and just 
emptying out the store. The 
legend of the produce really 
grew and it created a frenzy to 
get the lure." 
In the back bedroom of his 
home, Smith used a mold to 
hand-pour and package each 
set of lures. Because of the 
time-consuming process, pro-
ducing enough lures to keep up 
with demand was impossible 
and Smith feared failure. His 
mold wouldn't fit any machine 
that could produce lures in 
mass quantities, and he was out 
of funding. 
"When the larger orders 
scarred coming in, I couldn't 
fill them," Smith said. "It just 
couldn't be done. The mold 
wasn't made for that and I had 
really kind of given up hope. 
I didn't have any money and I 
didn't have any way of mak-
ing this business work. I just 
thought that it was not going 
ro happen." 
Smith feels that God then 
stepped in, providing him with 
the connection he needed. 
A person in Florida called, 
requesting that the mold be 
shipped to him tO see if he 
could make it work. 
"I next-day-aired it to them, 
and the next day they called 
back and said that they had 
10,0,00 ot my baits already 
made. It was more than we 
could make in months," Smith 
said. "That was the same day 
I decided I was really going 
to quit. Without that phone 
call, the business wouldn't have 
happened." 
Smith can now make 
50,000 lures in one day, and 
the business has grown ro offer 
products that go along with the 
Trout Magnet, such as lines and 
poles. Smith feels the trium-
phant trout catches that people 
achieve with his product are 
what have led him to success. 
"The reason that we've been 
so successful is that we create 
that moment in time where you 
don't forget how you felt and 
who you're with," Smith said. 
The business has also given 
him the chance to take children 
from the Make-A-Wish Foun-
dation fishing. 
"I get the same response 
every time I hear char one 
of them have passed away," 
Smith said. "Their family or 
their friends will call me and 
say, 'They talked about that 
trip like it was the best trip 
of their life.' It's so sad to 
think that what we have and 
what we're doing here is just 
so temporary, bur God has 
blessed us with neat moments, 
and fishing is one of those that 
will always stand out i n your 
mind." 
Although following his 
passion led to many struggles, 
Smith feels that everyone 
should follow his or her 
dreams. n ' 
"Nobody believed in my 
dream, but it doesn't matter 
what people believe. If you 
believe that God will use this 
for his glory and it's some-
thing you really want to do, 
try it," Smith said. "My srory 
shows chat God, if he wants 
it co happen, will make your 
dreams come true." 
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Garrison Helps Spark 
Lady Bisons Basketball 
By BRANDON HIGGINS 
sports editor 
There is a Danish proverb 
that reads, "Though your 
enemy is rhe size of an ant, re-
gard him as an elephanr." 1his 
proverb, of course, describes to 
its readers that underestimating 
someone because of their size is 
foolish. 
Gulf South Conference 
opponents should begin taking 
that proverb to heart immedi-
ately. 
Lakyn Garrison, a freshman 
point guard on the Harding 
women's basketball team, hails 
from Wickes, Ark., which is a 
town with a population of 675. 
At S-foot-4, she is usually the 
smallest player on the floor, bur 
her opponents have quickly 
learned that her size is of little 
importance. Garrison has aver-
aged 15.6 points per game in 
her first eight collegiate games, 
helping to lead a veteran Lady 
Bisons squad to a 6-2 start. 
Head women's basketball 
coach Tim Kirby said he isn't 
surprised at all at how Garrison 
has starred her career because of 
her willingness co play hard. 
"She plays hard all the 
time," Kirby said. "There's 
never a question as to how 
much effort you're going to get 
from her, and chat's something 
that is really high on a lot of 
coaches' lists of whar diey wane 
their players to be like." 
Garrison was heavily 
recruited by several schools ar 
rhe Division I level, including 
Nebraska, Virginia and Arkan-
sas. as well as che majoriry of 
the schools in the Gulf South 
Conference ar rhe Division II 
level. 
Besides those schools liking 
her effort on rhe court, they 
were equally impressed with her 
actual skills. 
"She can do a lot of things," 
Kirby said. "She can handle the 
ball, she's quick, she can shoot 
it and she's got a lot of creativ-
ity. Thar's something char our 
ream needed. She has a total 
basketball package." 
Garrison said she feels like 
the adjustmenr from high 
school to college basketball 
hasn't been too overwhelming. 
uJ just play," Garrison said. 
"I feel like I 'm catching on 
pretty fast." 
Opponenrs may feel that 
"pretry fast" is an understate-
ment. A look at her srariscics 
reUs the story. 
Aside from leading the 
Lady Bisons in scoring so far, 
Garrison also leads the team 
in assists with five per game. 
Surprisingly, she also leads the 
team in assist-to-turnover ratio, 
\.vhich means she can distribute 
the ball more than she turns it 
over while also scoring effec-
tively. 
With statistics like these, 
there should be no surprise that 
Garrison's favorite player, and 
the player she tries to model 
her game after rhe most, is 
Steve Nash. 
Nash is notorious for his 
uncanny ability to make plays, 
whether it is by distributing the 
ball to other players or scoring 
himself He can score off of the 
dribble, or he can shoot the 
3-poinrer with accuracy. 
"He gets after people," Gar-
rison said. "He's a competitor, 
and I like to compete." 
Kirby said that Garrison can 
do all of these things. 
"She is so good off the drib-
ble, and she can shoot it with 
unbelievable range,'' Kirby said. 
"She's not scared of anything, 
and she's a competitor. What 
you see is what you get." 
Teams won't be fooled by 
her for very long. What you 
see is a 5-foot-4 guard from 
Wickes, Ark. What you see 
might be an anc. 
But what you get is giant 
talent. What you get is a bas-
ketball player. 
CRAIG RAINBOLT I The Bison 
Brian Howard executes a layup against Champion'Baptist on Nov. 27. Howard recorded five points and six 
rebounds in 11 minutes of play in the 109-64 victory. 
CRAIG RAINBOLT I The Bison 
Freshman Lakyn Garrison passes to a teammate in the Nov. 19 game against Central Baptist. Garrison 
scored 17 points and had four steals in the Lady Bisons' 102-55 win. 
Howard .Brings Bronx-
Inspired Toughness 
By BRANDON HIGGINS 
sports editor 
1Wenry hours and more 
rhan l ,200 miles separate Brian 
Howard, a junior foIVlard on 
the men's basketball ream, from 
his home in Bronx, N.Y. 
Even more than the 
distance, a different lifestyle 
separates him from home. 
Howard came to Harding 
unexpectedly after a season of 
playing basketball at Missouri 
State-West Plains. There, he 
mer Lacey DeSisso, rhe sister 
of former Harding football 
player rfravis DeSisso. rrravis gor 
in touch with head basketball 
coach Jeff Morgan and told 
him about Howard and his de-
sire to come to Harding along 
with Lacey. 
"Brian is one of those 
guys who jusr showed up on 
our doorstep," Morgan said. 
"We saw him at West Plains 
when he was a freshman, bur 
didn't get to see him play a lot 
because he was playing under 
so1ne talented sophomores. 
"He came down for a visit, 
and we worked him our late in 
the school year.'' 
Afrer his workout, Morgan 
told Howard that because it 
was so !are in the school year, 
he wouldn't have any schol-
arship money to offer him. 
Morgan explained to Howard 
how much it would cost to go 
to Harding, expecting him to 
go to a junior college in Illinois 
that offered him I 00 percenr 
tuition. 
Howard had a different idea. 
"The Friday before classes 
started last year, I got a call 
from Brian," Morgan said. "He 
said, 'Hey coach, I'm here."' 
Morgan thought that How-
ard meant char he was at the 
junior college that offered him 
the scholarship, bur Howard 
told him that he was at Hard-
ing. 
"I knew I wouldn't have a 
scholarship, bur I wanted to 
come to Harding so bad that I 
rook a chance and took out a 
loan," Howard said. "I think it 
\.vas rhe best decision rhat,J've 
made." 
Howard said rhar the atmo-
sphere of Harding is what really 
drew him in. 
"Travis talked ro me about 
how good the basketball atmo-
sphere was here," Howard said. 
"I got here for my workout, 
and I really liked the people. 
There's kind of a togetherness 
here, and everyone knows 
everyone." 
Since arriving on campus, 
Howard has helped to energize 
a Bison squad rhar likes to run 
the floor and use their athletes 
to create mismatches. 
"He goes hard every day," 
Morgan said. "He's such a good 
defender, and he'll play a big 
role defensively as the season 
goes on." 
-!he hard work that Mor-
gan spoke of may come from 
Howard's background in the 
Bronx. 
"I grew up playing ball on 
the playgrounds," Howard said. 
"I've been bullied at\d ran off 
the court. I've seen it all. 
"Ir's rough. That's how it is. 
I won't sir here and say rhac it 
isn't." 
Howard said that the biggest 
adjustment that he's had co 
make has been to become more 
of a people person. 
"People are more outgoing 
here," Howard said. "Everyone 
will always wave, and if you 
waved where I grew up, people 
thought you \Vere weird." 
Howard also had a bit of an 
adjustment to make on the bas-
ketball court; he never played 
high school basketball. 
"I never stepped foot in a 
high school gym," Howard 
see HOWARD page 2b 
If You're Winning And You Know It, Show Respect 
anything. For instance, the "If You're Winning And You Know for every single circumstance in cheer or something. Let me tell few years. Why don't we try to 
BRANDON HIGGI NS You're Winning And You Know It" when we play a big confer- a game. you: nothing screams inrimida'." lead the nation in attendance 
It" cheer, though it can be fun- ence game against a ream who Another cheer that I've tion at a basketball game like instead of jusc the conference? 
The Payoff ny when the opponents clap, is on equal footing with us, grown to dislike is the one that. Nix the high-pitched Pack the Rhodes to capacity for isn't exactly rhe best cheer co do though I'd prefer that we don'r in which our fans hound the squeal at the end of that cheer, every game instead of just the 
Pitch J( when we're playing Champion use it at all. opposing player as he walks and all will be well again. Henderson State game. Baptist and blasting them by l just don't feel like reams back to the bench after fouling I really hope l haven't come Support your reams. Yes, I 
50 points. They weren't even are intimidated to come to our. lhe reason I dislike it isn't across as someone who just said reams, which includes the 
I probably enjoy Harding an NAIA school, and we were Harding and play anymore. necessarily because I feel that it hares basketball games here girls as well. They are unbe-
basketball games just as much hooting and hollering like we I don't think they fear the is unsporrsmanlike, bur because because they are one of my lievably talented, so go watch 
as anyone. I always stand up had just beat Central Arkansas Rhodes; instead, they look for- we don't execute it well at all. I favorite things about the Hard- chem, too. 
and scream, usually losing my or Henderson State. Why nor ward to coming to Harding so urge the fans co continue doing ing experience; in fact, coming Go to the games, be loud, 
voice or making it unidentifi- just let the likes of Champion they can try ro silence our fans it, but to anticipate rhar the to a basketball game as a senior be good sports, don't scream at 
ably raspy; however, there are Baptist and Jarvis Christian and stop the annoying cheers. player \Von'r sit down. Just wait in high school pretty much sold the referees or boo them and be 
a few things I've found myself rake their beating and go home Look at Kansas Jayhawk for him to sir all the way down me on being a student here. I an intimidating presence. Make 
not participating in as of late, instead of rubbing it in their basketball. -Ibey have one of before you finish rhe cheer. Our just think the experience could reams fear us, and the games 
and those are the cheers that faces the fact they don't have rhe most eerie atmospheres in fans get faked out more than be better. will be much more satisfying. 
che student section does. che resources chac we have? the narion because they pick any ocher fans in the nation. First of all, more people 
[ don't mean to offend any That's bush league. their cheers well. -Their pre- Above all, I think my least need to come out co games. BRANDON HIGGINS 
Rhodes Rowdies who might be Am I saying that we game routine is unbelievably favorite cheer is rhe new one Yes, we lead the conference serves as the sports editor 
reading this, but I honestly feel shouldn't be loud and proud? intimidating, and they are just that we do after a made free in attendance by a very large for the 2007-2008 Bison. 
as though some of the cheers Absolutely nor. But pick the quiet and uniform. You don't throw. I'm sorry, bur it sounds margin, but our numbers have He may be contacted at 
are more unsportsmanlike than cheers accordingly. Use "If have co have something to say like a church camp bonfire steadily dropped over the last bhiggins@harding.edu 
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Knighton Named Finalist 
For Harlon Hill Trophy 
By CHRISTOPHER O'DELL 
student reporter David Knighton's School Records 
Harding University junior 
quarterback David Knighton 
was recently named one of nine 
finalists for the Harlon Hill 
Trophy as the NCAA Division 
II College Football Player of the 
Year. Knighton etched his name 
among the Harding elite by be-
coming the first Bison to reach 
the finalist list. 
The last Harding player to 
be nominated for the Harlon 
Hill was. defensive back Robert 
Towns, who was a regional finalist 
in 2006. 
The winner of the 2007 award, 
which is presented by the National 
Harlon Hill Award Committee, 
will be announced at the Har-
lon Hill Trophy and NCAA II 
Football Hall of Fame Banquet 
on Friday, Dec. 14, in Florence, 
Ala., prior to the NCAA Division 
II Football Championship Game 
on Dec. 15. 
"It's what you work hard for 
in the off-season," Knighton said. 
"If you put the work in you can 
expect results like that." 
The Oklahoma native ranks 
third nationally in passing yards 
with a 319 .8 yards per game average 
and is also third in the nation in 
total offense with 331 yards per 
game. Knighton threw three or 
more touchdown passes in a game 
six times this season, including 
seven in one game. The junior 
quarterback also shattered 
Season Records 
• Pass Attempts: 453 
• Completions: 297 
• Passing Yards: 3198 
•Touchdowns: 32 
·Completion%: 65.6 
•Pass Efficiency: 142.9 
·Yards per pass: 7.8 
· Yards per game: 319.8 
Single Game 
• Completions: 46 
• Completion %: 83.3 
•Yards: 529 
• Touchdowns: 7 
Harding's single-season records 
for completions (297), passing 
yards (3,198), and touchdown 
passes (32). 
"It's something that you dream 
about," Kqighton said. "It feels 
really good for it to actually 
happen." 
Knighton's dream-come-true 
season helped the Bison football 
team finish the season with a 
6-4 record and according to head 
football coach Ronnie Huckeba, 
the team looks to have more suc-
cess next season with Knighton 
leading the Bison stampede. 
"He's been a great player for 
us," Huckeba said. "With most of 
our wide receivers and offensive 
linemen retutning next year, his 
success should carry over to next 
season." 
Huckeba was named the per-
manent head coach mid-season 
afi:er the former head coach, Randy 
Tribble, resigned earlier 
Career 
• Pass Attempts: 868 
• Completions: 534 
·Passing Yards: 6121 
• Touchdowns: 56 
·Completion%: 61.5 
• Pass Efficiency: 134.4 
• Yards/game: 211. l 
Conference Single Game 
• Touchdowns: 7 
• Completions: 46 
this year. 
Huckeba has said he plans on 
running the same offense 
next year, which makes another 
big year for Knighton nearly 
inevitable. 
"Knighrotisverygood," Huckeba 
said. "He has a good arm, he can 
run and he plays hard every game. 
He is just a tough competitor." 
The Gulf South Conference 
Offensive Player of the Year said 
he feels that the team needs to 
focus on growing closer together 
in the upcoming offseason in 
order to improve on the team's 
success in 2007. 
"We want to cut down on 
our mental mistakes and also 
become more unified as a team," 
Knighton said. 
Knighton was one of three 
quarterbacks nominated. The 
other five candidates include four 
running backs, a wide receiver 
and a linebacker. 
HOWARD: Bronx Native Brings Excitement 
CONTINUED from page 2b 
said. "I just played in the parks and 
in AAU ball, so that put me at a 
little bit of a disadvantage." 
A smooth adjustment that 
Howard has made in college has 
been with his academics. Morgan 
said that he never has to worry 
about Howard's school work. 
"Brian's one of those guys who 
! you don't have to wonder about 
1~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
if he's going to class or doing his 
work," Morgan said. "He's very 
conscientious about his school 
work." 
Howard said he takes great 
pride in his school work. 
'Tm a student-athlete, but 
I'm a student first," Howard said. 
'Tm here to pursue a career, and 
I work just as hard at school as I 
do on the court." 
Even afi:er a tough upbringing 
in the Bronx, Howard still has 
plenty to be happy about. 
"He acts like he's never had 
a bad day," Morgan said. "He 
smiles and jokes all the time 
with his t;ammates to help cheer 
them up. 
To Howard, the reason that 
he's happy is simple. 
"I love life," Howard said. 
Matt Hall 
• Scored a season-high 
36 points against West 
TexasA&M. 
Athlete of the Week 
·Averages 23 points and 
. 4.8 rebounds per game. 
• Shooting 45 percent 
from 3-point range. 
·Was named GSC West 
Player of the Week last 
week. 
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Quarterback David Knighton throws a pass against Arkansas Tech during the Homecoming game on 
Nov. 3. Knighton was named one of nine national finalists for the Harlon Hill Trophy. 
Division II Playoffs Near End; 
Daniels Returns to NFL 
AMANDA PRUITT 
'Tis the season to complain 
about college football. 
Between now and the start 
of bowl season, fans of every 
team and conference affiliation 
argue over who deserves to play 
in rhe BCS games and which 
schools were dealt the unfair 
hand. Eventually, every BCS 
tirade will shift to the philo-
sophical ponderings of whether 
or not a playoff format would 
be more appropriate for the 
post-season. 
Meanwhile, some actual 
football playoffs are going on. 
Every other division of the 
NCAA participates in a playoff 
to determine the national 
champion, and Division II is 
no exception. 
Harding, a member of 
Division II, finished 6-4 and 
missed the playoffs, bur three 
Gulf South Conference teams 
- Valdosta State, North 
Alabama and Delta State - all 
qualified for the playoffs to no 
one's surprise. Since Central 
Arkansas' departure from the 
conference, those schools will 
always be the favorites to finish 
in the top three in the GSC 
every season, and this year was 
no exception. 
Valdosta State is the only 
GSC school left in the Divi-
sion II playoffs and .will face 
the California University of 
Pennsylvania in the semifinals 
tomorrow at 11 a.m., and the 
game will be broadcast live on 
ESPNU in the event you (a.) 
actually have access to ES-
PNU and (b.) actually feel like 
watching. 
Because of GSC schedule 
rotation, Harding has not 
played the Valdosta State 
in ~-~.s~ason~, ~~.~ ~~. !~st ·,viii 
meetrng produced one ot tHe 
most important victories in 
school history. In 2005, the 
Bisons upset the No. }-ranked 
Valdosta State 16-13 at First 
Securiry Stadium, certainly the 
only time Harding has beaten 
the highest-ranked team in the 
nation . 
Yes, it's NCAA Division 
U, and not che multi-million 
dollar spectacle we've come to 
expect in our college sports 
viewing. After all, Division 
II is made of mostly mod-
est-sized schools with equally 
modest-sized budgets. No one 
should really expect the same 
talent level as a Southern Cal 
or an Ohio Seate team, espe-
cially since Division II only 
allows for 36 scholarships, 
and the BSC schools make 
room for 85. 
However, when it comes to 
the final four teams left in the 
Division II playoffs, no team is 
without a fair amount of talent 
and crafty recruiting. 
The championship will be 
played at North Alabama's 
Brawly Stadium on Dec. 15 in 
Florence, Ala. 
• Back in Prime Time 
- Former Harding Bison Tor-
rance "Tank'' Daniels is playing 
football on Sunday afternoons 
again, this time with a different 
team. 
Daniels, the only Harding 
player to ever participate in an 
NFL game, was upgraded from 
the New York Giants' practice 
squad to the active roster last 
week, and he played on special 
teams in a 21-16 comeback vic-
tory over the Chicago Bears. 
It's been a long road back 
for Daniels, who started the 
year on the Philadelphia Eagles' 
roster before being released a~ 
the end'-oftratt'ling'b.mp ariW~ 
sigl'itii with the Giants on .f,., 
Sept. 16. . 
While freshmen and sopho-
mores might be unfamiliar with 
Daniels, upperclassmen should 
remember him. Daniels, who 
finished up his Bison career 
in 2005, is fourth in school 
history with 237 career tackles 
and was named to the GSC 
All-Conference team three 
times. 
• Conn Artist - With all 
the accolades junior quar-
terback David Knighton has 
deservedly earned this season , 
it's easy to forget about junior 
offensive linesman Ross 
Conn's share of postseasson 
awards. 
Conn, who started all 10 
games at left guard in 2007, 
earned his first-team GSC 
All-Conference and Daktronics 
All-Southeast Region for the 
second consecutive year. 
The offensive line is often 
considered by fans and TV 
experts to be one of the 
most underrated positions in 
sports. It's certainly difficult 
to deny the value of the line, 
especially for the' Bisons, who 
enjoyed one of their most 
offensively successful seasons, 
averaging almost 35 points 
per game. 
AMANDA PRUITI serves 
as the editor in chief for the 
2007-2008. She may be 
contacted at akpruitt@hard-
ing.edu 
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pass against Arkansas Tech during the Homecoming game on 
ne national finalists for the Harlen Hill Trophy. 
Playoffs Near End; 
Returns to NFL 
tuaHy have access to ES-
U and (b.) actually feel like 
. tching. 
Because of GSC schedule 
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for Daniels, who started the 
year on the Philadelphia Eagles' 
roster before being reJeased ar 
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sigrila with the Giants on ,J.i v 
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While freshmen and sopho-
mores might be unfamiliar with 
Daniels, upperdassmen should 
remember him. Daniels, who 
finished up his Bison career 
in 2005, is fourth in school 
history with 237 career tackles 
and was named to the GSC 
All-Conference team three 
rimes. 
• Conn Artist - Wich all 
the accolades junior quar-
terback David Knighton has 
deservedly earned this season, 
it's easy to forger about junior 
offensive linesman Ross 
Conn's share of posrseasson 
awards. 
Conn, who started all 10 
games at left guard in 2007, 
earned his first-team GSC 
All-Conference and Daktronics 
All-Southeast Region for the 
second consecutive year. 
The offensive line is often 
considered by fans and TV 
experrs to be one of the 
most underrated positions in 
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co deny the value of the line, 
especially for the' Bisons, who 
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averaging almost 35 points 
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Winter Offers Cool Fun 
By SAMANTHA HOLSCHBACH 
assitant news editor 
W hen the mercury level drops and the 
appeal of winter 
stews and baked goods lures 
people indoors, the thought of 
outdoor recreation seems outra-
geous - ,vhy brace yourself for 
entering rhe cold when you can 
embrace the warmth? Neverthe-
less, the chill that often impedes 
activity in the winter months 
can, in fact, melt away amid 
the fun thac ensues in savor-
ing the season. Aside from the 
1nore-convenrional means of 
enjoying winter, there are other 
options that test the thickness 
of your skin and lead to loads of 
eccentric enjoyment. 
Where snow and ice are 
commonplace, one such 
option is sturgeon spearing, 
whether one wants to watch 
this fascinating sport or openly 
participate. The lake sturgeon, 
a cryptic fish exhibiting bony 
plates and skin partly composed 
of cartilage, used to be abun-
dant in the Great Lakes but has 
since been drastically reduced. 
As such, sturgeon spearing sea-
sons are limited to only certain 
locales in Michigan, Minnesota 
and Wisconsin; the seasons may 
range in duration from a few 
"The [winter] silence 
is so profound you are 
sure it will hold and 
last." 
Florence Page Jacques 
author 
hours to 16 days, or once the 
set quota has been attained. 
Yet another viable snow 
sport is snowshoeing, as only 
a pair of snowshoes and warm 
cloches are necessary. This sport 
enhances one's enjoyment of 
favored trails, as the shoes en-
able easy travel atop the snow, 
over logs and boulders that 
would normally impede other 
modes of hiking. The method 
of floating over the snow offers 
an impeccable view of a forest 
converted into a crystalline 
wonderland, as attested by 
Florence Page Jacques, author 
of"Snowshoe Country": "I 
love the deep silence of the 
midwinter woods. It is a still-
ness you can rest your whole 
weight against ... This silence is 
so profound you are sure it will 
hold and last." 
In places where the land-
scape rarely encounters frozen 
water or precipitation, perhaps 
a polar bear plunge would 
serve as a means of invigorating 
excitement. Polar bear plunges, 
in which brave souls swim for a 
short time in winter lakes and 
oceans, often provide char-
ity to organizations in need, 
such as the Special Olympics. 
A simple online search that 
includes your scare name and 
"polar bear plunge" will likely 
reap many organized oprions 
to drastically refresh your body 
and spirit. 
Finally, an activity that 
serves as the perfect buffer be-
tween the warmth and cold of 
winter is deer-spotting, which 
normally is prohibited only 
during rhe gun deer season. 
Equipped with a suitable spot-
light, one simply drives along 
rural roads that run along 
forests and fields, aiming the 
spodight out an open window. 
Exciremenr ensues whether 
one sees a pair of eyes far in the 
distance or a massive, startled 
buck in the ditch. I was once 
fortunate enough to wirness 
two bucks locking their antlers 
together in a heated clash - if 
lucky, you could very weH wit-
ness the same scene. 
Through participating in 
the aforementioned uncom-
1non activities, one just mighr 
say, "snow, ice and everything 
nice" with enthusiasm as fresh 
as chat frigid winter chill. 
Changing The Stereotype 
Different Anime Shows For Different Interests 
By NICOLE MILLER 
student reporter 
E very person has his or her own guilty pleasure, 
that one embarrassing 
enjoyment they keep from 
'friends and family. Well, today 
I'd like to come clean with the 
entire Harding campus and 
say that I love Japanese anima-
rion. I know the stigma: if 
you watch anime you're prob-
. ably one of those Scar-Wars-
Memorabilia-Collecting, 
World-of-War-Craft-playing, 
scifnce-Jov.:ing, introverted 
video gan1e enthusiasts. W.ell , 
I am! 
What I love about anime is 
that it can rake you anywhere. 
Ir has no limitations. It has no 
set rules . It isn't all high school 
girls falling in love, or giant 
robots bent on destroying rhe 
world. Anime offers a little bit 
of everything. If you like space 
adventure, you can watch 
"Tenchi" or "Outlaw Star." If 
you like action, you can watch 
"Trigun" or "Cowboy Bebop." 
If you like the supernatural, 
you can watch "Witch Hunter 
Robin" or "Escaflowne." 
There really is something for 
everybody. 
The stigma of the anime 
lover is starting to be broken. 
Ir's a slow process, but I hope 
one day it will be gone for 
good. With more and more 
people starting to watch an-
ime, that stigma begins to less 
true. Today, there are more 
than 500 Facebook groups 
devoted to anime, and there 
are endless Web sites about 
anime. Right now, on You-
Tube, chances are someone is 
watching an anime video. 
If you are an anime fan, 
you don't need ro feel ashamed. 
You are not alone; there are lots 
of us out there just like you. 
And if you areh't an anime fan, 
you need to become one. Go 
online right now and watch 
some anime. Use my sugges-
tions .as a guide and.find what 
suits you. It won't be long 
before you realize your mistake 
and become a devoted anime 
fan. Best ofluck. 
An 'Enchanted' Movie 
By HANNAH BEALL 
student reporter 
W hat do you get when you cross the 
fairy cales of Cin-
derella , Snow White, Sleeping 
Beauty and many more classic 
Disney films? A Disney box 
office princess extravaganza 
on steroids' No, bur you'd be 
close if you said so. 
"Enchanted" puts a mod-
ern day twist on three of the 
most classic love stories of 
all ri1ne. The main character, 
Giselle, played by Amy Ad-
ams, lives her life in Andalasia 
waiting for rhe day of true 
love's first kiss. The moment 
she finds· her prince charm-
ing-to-be, Prince Edward 
(James Marsden), his mother, 
the evil Queen Narissa {Susan 
Sarandon) finds out and is de-
termined to gee rid of Giselle 
to save herself from losing 
her reign over Andalasia. Her 
solution? Send Giselle to one 
of the most magical cities in 
the United States: New York 
Ciry. 
There could not have been 
anyone better to be cast as the 
lead role for Giselle than Ad-
ams. Her animated personal-
ity and energy coincided well 
with the theme of the movie, 
especially in the big musi-
cal numbers, which were a 
WANTED!! 
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who want + need extra Energy! 
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268-4101 
303 E. Center 
SpecialiLing in spine and nerve rehabilitaion. 
W'e bill imurance for you. 
clever play on songs from pasr 
Disney films. Adams plays a 
perfect Giselle, and the main 
roles of Prince Edward, the 
evil Queen Narissa, Robert 
Phillip (Patrick Dempsey) and 
Nancy Traimane (ldina Men-
zel) were also pulled off well. 
The film seeks to merge che 
fairy tales of childhood with 
real-life events by placing a 
Disney prince and his soon-
to-be princess in New York 
City. Despite the mishaps 
and wild experiences each 
character has , they all end up 
learning the true meaning of 
the word love and the actual 
driving force behind the feel-
ing and the action. 
www. 
harding.edu/ 
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lnvisalign® Open House 
Friday, Nov. 9TH 9:00AM - 3:00PM 
TODD WYAIT, DMD• TIM DUKE, DDS 
WITH STAFF 
SEARCY DENTAL ASSOCIATES, P.A. 
710 MARION ST. SUITE 302 
268-3666 
Dr. Todd Wyatt will be providing 
Invisalign treatment consultations 
to answer your questions about 
Invisalign treatment, the clear way 
to straighten teeth. If you have 
wondered if lnvisalign is right for 
you, ask the scheduling 
coordinator ro schedule you for an 
appoint1nent! 
For eligible lnvisalign Open House 
parients: FREE teeth whitening 
with lnvisalign treatment and 
FREE consultation! 
invisalign® 
LEA.RN HOW TO SMILE AGAIN. 
• lnvisalign O~n House: and :u.wc:iattd promo1ions arc bruted and sponsored by Dr. Todd Wy;m and not by Align Technology, l
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Cold Weather, 
Chili Nights 
Just An Old-fashion,ed 'Love Song' 
By LESLIE GILES 
features editor 
December is here and the 
weather is chilly. Students seek-
ing to warm up and avoid the 
cafeteria can combine the two 
desires with one simple recipe. 
This delicious recipe is 
_' quickly made and relatively 
inexpensive. It's a perfect one-
pot meal; si~ply open the cans 
and pour them into the pot. 
To make it even easier, use pre-
cooked packaged chicken. Stir 
it together, heat it and enjoy. 
Tortilla Chicken Chili 
• 1 lb. boneless skinless chicken 
breast halves, cut into cubes 
• 1 package McCormick® Chili 
Seasoning Mix 
• 1 can (14 1/2 ounces) diced 
tomatoes, undrained 
• 1 can (15 to 16 ounces) 
kidney, white or pinto beans, 
undrained 
• 1 can (1 1 ounces) Mexican-
style corn or whole kernel corn, 
drained 
• 1 /2 cup water 
• 1 1 /2 cups broken tortilla chips 
• Shredded Cheddar cheese, 
sour cream and chopped cilantro 
(optional) 
1. Heat lightly oiled large non-
stick skillet on medium-high heat. 
Add chicken; cook and stir 5 
minutes or until lightly browned. 
2. Stir in Seasoning Mix, toma-
toes, beans, corn, water and tor-
ti Ila chips; bring to boil. R~uce 
heat to low; cover and simmer 10 
minutes, stirring occasionally. 
3. Serv.e with shredded cheese, 
sour cream and chopped cilantro, 
if desired. 
This recipe can be found at: 
www.mccormick.com 
NOAH DARNELL J Public Relations 
Singer-songwriter Sara Bareilles performs her hit"Love Song" in the Benson Auditorium on Nov. 30. Julie Moffitt opened the concert. 
'Comp~sS': . Fool's Gold Or Golden Opportunity? 
Movie Controversies Cloud Real Issues Of Discernment, Personal Judgment 
By LISA BURLEY 
special to the Bison 
P icture a world in which Martin • Luther never nailed his 95 The-
ses on the door of che church 
in Wittenberg. A world that never 
experienced a Protestant Reforma-
tion where all is still controlled both 
politically and religiously by one gov-
erning body. Scientific knowledge is 
not valued and ignorance reigns. This 
is the world cre;i,ted by British author 
Philip Pullman for a trilogy entitled 
"His Dark Materials." 
A movie version of the first book, 
"The Golden Compass," is scheduled 
to be released in cheaters today, but 
for the last two months Christians 
have been forwarding e-mails urging 
one another to boycott the movie and 
Pullman's entire "Dark Materials" 
trilogy. A Facebook gr~up called "Do 
"KTOT SuppJrt the Gold~n Compass" 
had 103,840 members as of Dec. 2, 
and each day more members of the 
Harding and Searcy community join 
the group. 
Who is Pullman? Is he an athe-
ist bent on influencing the minds 
of young children? Has he publicly 
declared a war against Christians, 
the church and even God? What 
about the "Dark Materials" trilogy? 
Why do some Christian readers love 
them while others encourage believ-
ers to boycott the movie and avoid 
the books? Do these books really 
advocate "killing God" as the e-mail 
claims? 
One thing is certain: Pullman is 
a gifted writer. When "The Golden 
Compass" was initiaUy released, 
early reviewers compared his fan-
tasy world to CS Lewis' Narnia and 
JRR Tolkien's Middle Earth. The 
first book in the trilogy has been. 
placed on recommended reading 
December3 
lists in both the United Kingdom 
and the United States, and Pullman 
h~s re.ceived numerous awards for 
his wtiting. Even staunch critics of 
PuUman's work readily admit that he 
is a talented writer. 
What is not as certain are Pull-
man's theological beliefs, and Pull-
man himself doesn't add any clarity 
to the issue. In a recent "Christian-
ity Today" article written by Jef-
fery Overstreet, PuUman is quoted 
saying, "If we're talking on the scale 
of human life and the things we see 
around us, I'm an atheist. There's no 
God here. There never was. But if 
you go out into the vastness of space, 
well, I'm not so sure. On that level, 
I'm an agnostic." Overstreet also 
included a "Today" show interview in 
which PuUman said, "As for the athe-
ism, it doesn't matter to me whether 
people believe in God or not, so I'm 
not ,proinoring ari}rthing of that sort. 
What I do care about is whether 
people are cruel or whether they're 
kind, whether they act for democracy 
or for tyranny ... Good things have 
been done i,n the name of religion, 
and so have bad things; and both 
good things and bad things have been 
done with no religion at all." 
Pullman's fictional world is run by 
an organization called The Magisteri-
um wh~ ultimately answers to a being 
called The Authority. In the final book 
of the trilogy, "The Amber Spyglass," 
The Authority is exposed as a fraud 
and kiUed, a scene that troubles many 
believers. Is Pullman - a self-pro-
fessed agnostic or atheist - stating 
that God himself is a fraud and should 
be killed? 
Possibly. Interestingly, not all 
Chris~ian readers have interpreted 
this scene as the death of their God. 
"I did not see the 'killing God' 
element," said Dannielle Morris, a 
December6 
junior social work major. "But I can 
see the post-modernism 'everything is 
relative and there is no truth' kind of 
chinking." 
"At first I was shocked at the end 
because I didn't really see it coming," 
freshman English major Becca Burley 
said. "As I rhoughc abouc it, I real-
ized Pullman's message was against 
the god of hate that some Christians 
claim He is. 
"Pullman wasn't speaking against 
the God of Love and Forgiveness that 
we know, bur rather against the God 
of the Crusades and witch trials. The 
books are really more about who God 
isn't than who God is." 
As Christians, should we boycott 
authors who publicly profess an an-
tagonism ro Christianity? If the only 
bad publicity is no publicity, then 
Christians have done more to publi-
cize Pullman's work in recent months 
rhan his own promoters. Oddly 
enough, several scudents who were 
polled scared they had nor planned to 
read the "Dark Materials" trilogy or 
see che movie until they heard about 
the controversy. 
What should our response be to 
authors and works of fiction that 
contradict what we believe co be true? 
"I chink we should pray for chem 
to begin with," Maggie Hayes, a 
junior communication disorders 
major said. "Then choose for yourself 
whether or not you want to read the 
material." 
"Learn why chey chink char, 
discuss it with them and love them," 
sophomore Daniel Phillips said. 
"When Paul was in Athens, he 
researched their religions and 'walked 
among the altars' before speaking. 
Then he gave a greac Gospel lesson 
char could be applied to them. How 
can we expect to reach the lose unless 
we know what they think?" 
• (1818) Illinois is admitted as the 
21st U.S. state.' 
• (1865) The Constitution's 
1hirteenth Amendment, which 
bans slavery, is ratified. 
December4 
• (1945) The Senate approves U.S. 
participation in the United Nations. 
December 5 
• (1974) Monty Python's final 
episode airs on BBC. 
• (1884) The Washington 
Monument is completed. 
December7 
• (1787) Delaware becomes the first 
state to ratify the U. S. Constitution. 
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A few years ago "The Da Vinci 
Code" resulted in a similar out-
cry among believers. Dan Brown's 
portrayal of Jesus as a very human 
character seemed to border on blas-
phemy and many u~ged a boycott 
of the book and movie. At the time, 
I was working in the library on a 
state university campus and saw the 
impact the book had on nonbeliev-
ers. Not only were they reading "The 
Da Vinci Code," but they were also 
returning to the library to check out 
the Gnostic gospels. Their lack of 
knowledge about world and church 
history caused some of them to 
consider believing Brown's assertions, 
and they came to me with questions. 
"You're a Christian. What do you 
think?" How could I have engaged 
in an informed conversation without 
having read the book? 
Pullman's works offer the op-
portunity for many conversations. 
How is the true God different from 
the god portrayed in the "Dark 
Materials" trilogy? Or is He? How 
is the church similar to or different 
from The Magisterium? What is the 
connection between faith and the 
advancement of science and tech-
nology? What would the world be 
like if the Procesrant Reformation 
had never occurred? These are hard 
questions; deep questions. Questions 
worth asking. 
"The Golden Compass" is not 
a story for everyone. Ir is not a 
children's book and the movie carries 
a PG-13 rating. Each of us must 
choose for ourselves whether or not 
we will read the book or watch the 
movie, and neither decision is righc 
or wrong. If your choice is to avoid 
them, please make chat decision for 
yourself and not because of a chain 
e-mail or an invitation to join a 
Facebook group. Likewise, if your 
curiosity is piqued and you decide 
to see what all the hoopla is about, 
be sure to think critically about the 
story being told. Take the opportu-
nity to not only enjoy a great piece 
of storycelling, but to also thank God 
that He is not the god portrayed in 
the series. 
No matter what you decide about 
"The Golden Compass," one thing is 
certain. There will always be writ-
ers who question the existence and 
nature of God. There will always be 
writers who challenge the role of 
faith and religion in the world. How 
should we respond? Freshman Alan 
Elrod may have said it best when he 
answered, "I don't guess I see why 
this has to be such a huge issue. It's 
fiction. I didn't get angry over 'The 
Da Vinci Code' because it's fiction. 
I'm not going to get angry over this. 
The Bible is fact. My Lord is fact. I 
don't really care about fiction." 
LISA BURLEY is the E-Learning 
and Instruction Librarian at Brack-
ett Library. She may be contacted 
at lburley@harding.edu 
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